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SPORTS: Cardinals Move To 4; UK Nears Poll Ouster
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'Others' may
have easier
time voting

Meet the New Coach

•

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times Photo

Newly hired Murray State University football head coach Matt Griffin, center, talks with (clockwise) Murray State
Board of Regents chairman Don Sparks, Larry Knight and Dr. Dick Stout Monday in the Murray Room at the
Regional Special Events Center. Griffin, Ohio Valley Coach of the Year at Tennessee-Martin, takes over for Joe
Pannunzio, whose contract wasn't renewed following the season.
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Litter is still problem
along Ky. 121 roadway
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Calloway County Sheriff Larry Roberts says
litter bugs are still a problem along Ky. 121 as
*vehicles head toward the transfer station with
trash.
Nearly a year ago. Roberts asked the public to
cooperate by covering their waste so it doesn't
blow out of a truck on the way to Potts Road. but
littering continues to be a problem.
The trash blows into people's yards or sit along
side the road, creating an eyesore on one of the
main thoroughfares to Murray. Roberts said he's
unsure if it's private vehicles disposing of trash or
company trucks.
Plus, covering up trash is the law. Criminal lit-

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.. (AP) Thousands of "others," peopk
who choose not to register as a
Democrat or Republican, should
have an easier time voting in the
May primary next year for nonpartisan ..races such as judgeships.
Kentucky has a closed pnmary system, where only people
registered in a given political
party may vote in that party's
primary. But there are also nonpartisan elections, notably the
hundreds of judgeships that will
be decided in 2006 and many
communities have nonpartisan
races for their governing councils.
Independents have often had
difficulty voting in primary elections in the past.
"What has frequently happened over the years. there hasn't been anything tOr an independent to vote on.- said Fayette
County Clerk Don Blevins.
But there have also been
instances where raill workers
turned away independents who
might have been eligible to vote
in a nonpartisan race because of

their own misinformation. said
Bill Lik, a co-director of the
board of elections in Jefferson
County.
Also, some old voting
machines simply didn't have the
option of allowing balloting
only for nonpartisan races.
Of the roughly 2.7 million
voters registered as of midNovember, 172,324 of them, or
about 6.4 percent. chose not to
be associated with either of the
two major political parties and
therefore were designated j%
"others" on state rolls. But in
some counties, notably the
northern tier of Campbell.
Kenton and Boone, independents comprise more than 10 percent of registered voters.
New voting machines in
place all across the state should
remove any technical obstacles.
officials said.
But people who are on the
fence about their party akntit)
are facing a deadline. Dec. 31 is
the fast day to change party registrations and still he eligible to
vote in that parts prithar
conic
23. Secreiar) iii SIMC

See Page 2A

Holiday Performances Are A Cinch! I

tering is a Class A misdemeanor punishable by as
much as a $500 fine and a year in jail.
"No vehicle shall be operated upon any public
highway for a distance of over one mile whose
load is susceptible to shifting or spillage unless
said load is covered with a device suitable for prevention of spillage," according to KRS 189.150.
Robert doesn't want to threaten drivers, but he
does want the problem to stop. Even though his
deputies are already stretched thin, he plans make
their presence better known near the transfer station.
"We've gone out there and we had an opportunity to write warnings," Roberts said."But it looks
like we'll have to start writing citations to help
stop it."

Local officers honored for
impaired driver enforcement
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Two local police officers
were recognized for their work
related to impaired driving
enforcement.
Murray Police Department
officer Scott Svebakken and
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Deputy Brandon
Gallimore were recognized
recently at the statewide
Governor's Impaired Driving
Enforcement Awards.
Svebakken and Gallimore
were recognized among 185
individual winners from 164
agencies for their efforts in
reducing impaired driving.
based on number of arrests officers made, according to a
release from the Kentucky State

Police. Svebakken also was rec- for impaired driving.
ognized as a divisional winner
"That means he had more
for departments with 26-50 than half of the arrests for the
sworn officers, of which MPD is whole department," Claud said.
on the smaller end with 32 offi- "It shows he's definitely trying
cers.
his best to get the impaired drivSvebakken, 32, works the ers off the roadway."
evening shift for MPD and has
Gallimore, 30. has been with
been with the department for the sheriff's department since
seven years. Murray Police December 2002, but he previChief Ken Claud has won the ously worked for Murray State
award at least the last three and Fulton police departments.
years.
Calloway County Sheriff Larry
"We're very proud of his Roberts said. As a deputy,
work, he's definitely doing a Gallimore worked the evening
good job in that area," Claud and overnight shifts earlier this
said. "He takes a lot of pride in year before moving to days.
it."
, "We are proud of Brandon
From Oct. I. 2004, to Sept. and his effort to get drunk driv30. 2005, Svebakken made 93 ers off the road," Roberts said.
DUI arrests for the department,
which had a total of 177 arrests
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The Calloway County School System began its three elementary school winter holiday concert programs this week at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium with
East Elementary kicking off the seasonal musical program series Monday. North
Elementary performed today and Southwest Elementary is scheduled for Thursday
Showtime for concerts is 6:30 p.m. Approximately 280 East kindergarten through
fifth grade students participated in Monday's rehearsals. commented Margot
McIntosh. who said the students practiced in small groups and were to unite last
evening for the grand performance. McIntosh is pictured helping student Simon
Mikulcik with his Santa costume

—
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PoliceSheriffLogs
Murray Police Department
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at 9:37 a.m. Monday
at 506 Beale St
• A burglary was reported at 1717C Brooklyn Drive.
• Eric Adams, 43, of Murray, was arrested for fraudulent use of a
credit card.
• Someone came into the station to report an identity theft incident.
• Bicycles were reported stolen from the Calloway County Public
Library at 4:57 p.m. Monday.
• A wallet was reported stolen from 16th and Campbell streets at
6:43 p.m_ Monday.
• An attempted burglary was reported at 11:09 p.m. Monday at
306S. 15th St.
Murray State University Police Department
• Several little statues were reported around the smoking area on
the west side of Faculty Halt at 12:25 am. Monday. Statues have
been placed all over campus. Racer Patrol and MSU Police officers brought them to Public Safety.
• A harassment incident was reported at Woods Haft at 3:08 p.m
Monday.
• The residence director at White College reported someone shot
a paint ball through the open window of Room 421 on the north
side. The residents cleaned up the small mess. There was no
damage. Officers checked the area,
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An injury accident was reported at 5:15 a.m. Friday at TPL)
Trailer Sales on U.S. 641 North.
•A tire was cut on a vehicle on Main Street at 3:58 p.m. Friday. A
third-degree criminal mischief case was opened.
• A back window is broke out and the back door was open at a
Dunbar Road residence at 12:08 p.m. Sunday. An attempted burglary case was opened.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A field fire was reported at 1:19 p.m. Sunday on White Oak
Drive. The fire was extinguished.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

AP
Brayden Clinger, 15-months-old from Kenova, W.va., isn't sure about having his photo taken with Newport
Aquarium's Scuba Santa played by Ed Evans, Monday, in Newport, Ky. Santa poses for photos with children following a show where he communicates with the audience and interacts with sharks, fish and a loggerhead sea
turtle. The show runs every day thru Jan. 1, 2006.

Katrina death tally doesn't include all victims
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
Singer ClarenceClarence "Gatemouth"
Brown was 81 and already seriously ill when he fled the area
ahead of Hurricane Katrina, and
associates think the stress of
evacuating and the heartbreak of
losing his home hastened his
death.
Still, the master of blues,
country, jazz and Cajun music
isn't part of Katrina s official
death toll of 1,323 people in
Louisiana. Mississippi, Florida,
Alabama and Georgia.
' Neither is 13-month-old

Town Crier
NOTICE
III The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Board of
Trustees will meet at 3 p.m.
Tuesday in the board room for
a closed session.
III A meeting of the
Calloway
Local
County
Emergency
Planning
Committee has been scheduled for2 p.m. on Wednesday
in Room 147 of Murray State
University's
Industry
&
Technology Building. On the
agenda for the meeting is consideration of county response
planning to avian flu, the county's hurricane relief program,
severe weather readiness,
and the community's alert system.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Destiny McNeese, who rolled
onto her stomach and suffocated
on an air mattress after her family fled from Kentwood to
Kentucky.
Nor is a 56-year-old New
Orleans woman who had a
stroke two days after she was
bused from the infamous storm
refugee
shelter
in
the
Superdome to Texas.
Even as the official toll continues to use when more bodies
are found in once-flooded
homes, the real total may never
be known.
The victims are scattered far
and wide, and the connections of
their deaths to the storm are not
necessarily obvious.
Officially, as of Sunday, the
states counted 1,075 deaths in
Louisiana, 203 in Mississippi,
14 in Florida and two each in
Georgia and Alabama. But the
states have different definitions
for storm-related deaths. For
example, Louisiana counts evacuee deaths from heart attacks or
strokes before Oct. 1 as storm
deaths, but Georgia doesn't.
Of the 19 evacuees who died

Forecast

in Georgia before Oct. I, one
was shot and the others had serious medical problems when
they arrived, said Tod Rose of
the Georgia Department of
Human Resources. He could not
reveal causes of deaths but by
that state's standard none was a
victim of Katrina.
The Louisiana Department of
Health and Hospitals is getting
copies ofevacuees'death certificates from other states and
reviewing them to see which
deaths likely were caused or
hastened by the Aug. 29 storm.
Deputy
Coroner
Jesse
Nutley of the Jefferson County
Coroner's Office in Louisville,
Ky., knew of only one related
death: Destiny's, on Sept. 13.
The toddler had been tightly
wrapped in a blanket and
propped, sitting up, against a
on a half-inflated air mattress in the apartment where her
mother, the mother's boyfriend.
and four other members of his
family were staying. She was
left alone and the mattress was
so soft she couldn't raise her
face after she turned over. No
charges were filed, Paulley said.
The storm didn't kill Destiny
directly. But if she hadn't been

Tonight will be partly cloudy
with a 50% chance of rain later.
Wednesday will have an 80%
chance of rain with highs in the
mid 40s, followed by a 40%
chance of rain Wednesday night
with lows in the lower 30s.

Calloway farmers
available for FSA
emergency loans
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Farmers in Caldwell, Calloway, Christian.
Crittenden, Graves, Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, McCracken.
McLean, Marshall, Muhlenberg, Trigg and Webster counties are eligible for Federal disaster assistance, including Farm Service Agerk:
(FSA)emergency loans(EM)for eligible farmers.
On December 1, President Bush declared Hopkins and Marshall
Counties in :Kentucky as disaster areas due to losses caused tr,
severe storms and tornadoes that occurred on November 15, 2005
As a result, Caldwell, Calloway, Christian, Crittenden, Graves,
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken, McLean, Muhlenberg, Trigg and
Webster counties in Kentucky qualify as contiguous counties and
are eligible for,EM loans through FSA.
FSA will make loans, up to $500,000 per borrower, at a statutor)
3.75 percent interest rate, subject to a test for credit. Applications
must be filed with the local FSA County office not later than August
1.2006.
For additional information on any FSA program,contact the local
FSA County office or visit the Kentucky FSA web at
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/ky/.

an evacuee she would have been
safe in her crib at home instead
of on that air mattress.
"Gatemouth Brown" had
been fighting lung cancer for a
year before his death Sept. 10 in
Orange. Texas. He also had
emphysema and heart problems.
He died shortly after his
release from. a hospital following an emergency procedure to
clear a blockage near his heart.
Brown's agent Lance Cowan
said. But Cowan is sure that
Brown's death was hastened by
the storm.
"He lost everything except
his Firebird guitar and a fiddle,"
Cowan said. -His home there in
Slidell was full of memorabilia
he'd collected from more than
50 years of being a musician."
GOLDEN POND. Ky. -- The Administrative Office at Land
Clarise M. Horn,56,died of a
stroke in Fort Worth, Texas. Between The Lakes(LBL) National Recreation Area will be closed
where, she was taken after five Monday, December 26, and Monday, January 2, 2005 in observance
days in the Superdome, said of the holidays. The Golden Pond Visitor Center will close at 12
daughter
Joycelyn
M.
Brumfield. After Horn had a noon on Saturday, December 24 and will remain closed through
stroke six months ago, her Monday,December 26. In addition, the Golden Pond Visitor Center
daughter said, her doctors said will also close at 12 noon on Saturday, December 31 and remain
another stroke would kill her.
closed through Monday, January 2, 2006.
"During the storm in the
Wranglers Campground. Elk & Bison Prairie. and Turkey Bay
Superdome, she was already
fragile," Brumfield said. "No OHV Area will remain open during the holidays. Please call ahead
medicine, dehydration — it was (270-924-2000) to check on any trail closures due to wet weather
just awful."
conditions. You may also check on trail conditions at www.lbLorg
Brumfield said her arm was under "Trip Planning-.
wrenched from her mother's
Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area is public land
while buses were loaded at the
Superdome. She and other fami- managed by the USDA Forest Service, in partnership with "Friends
ly members wound up on a bus
to Kansas City: her mother went of LBL", with an emphasis on outdoor recreation and environmento Texas. A day or two later, she tal education'. Lillsinformation is available by calling 1-800-LBLlearned her mother was dead.
7077 or 270-924-2000, or on the Internet at wWw,thlorg.-

LBL offices announce holiday schedule

III Officers ...
Looking for a way to save money
on your auto insurance?

Dec. 13
12 shopping
days to Christmas

From Front
Of the 27,874 impaired driv-
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• Hearing Tests
• Hearing Aids
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Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

county council.
uses
Jefferson
County
Trey Grayson reminded voters machine reader voting machines
on Monday.
and Life said there could be 30There could be hundreds of 50 different primary ballots in
judicial elections next year Jefferson County alone next
because all but two seats on the year, including some that conKentucky bench, from district tain only the nonpartisan races.
court to the Supreme Court, are . In Fayette and other counties
up for election this year. In addi- that
voting
use
regular
tion, many communities have machines, they should also be
nonpartisan governing bodies, set up to accept nonpartisan Vol
including- Lexington's urban ers, Blevins said.

From Front
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advanced digital hearing aids.
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Seek Sheiter Today'

still a critical problem in the
state," KS? Commissioner
Mark Miller said in agrelease.
"Traffic enforcement Inpaigos
have a direct impact on this
problem by taking potential
killers off the road.,The officers
receiving awards today are to be
commended for the lives they
have helped to save,"

IN 'Others' ...
Michael Stone. BC-Hi"

Cali Shelter to see if you qualify
for our newest discounts.

ing arrests made by these recognized law enforcement agencies
during the past year, the honored
officers were responsible for
6,164 arrests, according to the
KSP release.
As of Sunday, 215 people
have lost their lives on
Kentucky roads in alcohol-related crashes.
"These unfortunate statistics
indicate that impaired driving is
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Researchers report Brianna Moore, Caleb Watters
named MSU's Outstanding Man,
'amazing find'
with stem cells
Woman for December graduation

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — If a stem cell discovery in mice
by University of Louisville scientists works with humans. it
would improve disease research and treatment and could possibly
end the debate over the use of embryonic stem cells.
The scientists have found a way to coax stem cells from adult
mice to change into brain, nerve, heart and pancreatic cells.
"We have found a counterpart for embryonic stem cells in
adult bone marrow. This could negate the ethical concerns," said
Dr. Mariusz Ratajczak. leader of the research team and director
of the stem-cell biology program at U of L's James Graham
Brown Cancer Center.
Replicating the experiment with similar cells found in humans
is the next step in proving the value of the discovery, but
Ratajczak cautioned that ifs early in the research process And that
more study is needed.
"It's huge," said researcher Ryan Reca. "It's an amazing discovery."
Other scientists were in general agreement with Reca,
although some tempered their reactions.
If the cells from adult humans are found to act like those in
mice, and other scientists can duplicate the process on a larger
scale, the discovery goes from "very important" to -incredibly
important," said
Dr. Stephen Emerson, chief of
hematology/oncology at the University of Pennsylvania, where
Ratajczak used to work.
It could lead to expanded research and "he transforming." he
said.
"This is a very important first step," said Scott Whittemore,
scientific director of U of L's Kentucky Spinal Cord Injury
Research Center.
However, Whittemore said that "there are some major issues
that need to be resolved before you can think about" translating
Ratajczak's research into medical treatments.
Some of Ratajczak's finding were announced Monday at the
annual meeting of the American Society of Hematology in
Atlanta. His team also plans to present a paper Tuesday showing
that the type of cells it has identified mobilize into the bloodstream to help repair damaged tissue after a stroke in mice.
Treatments based on the team's discovery are most likely
many years off, but the research could hold promise for such conditions as heart disease, stroke, diabetes and Parkinson's disease.
Using a patient's own cells could eliminate the danger of rejection that could exist with donor stem cells.
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$50-a-barrel oil
seen as here to stay
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Oil
prices will persist near or above
$50 a barrel for years and force
a shift to more fuel-efficient cars
and alternative fuels, the government said Monday, discarding earlier predictions that costs
would drop to around 530 a barrd.
The Energy Department forecast was more positive on natural gm,prices. It said they would
retreat from the recent spikesri-io more than $14 per thousand
cubic feet — and settle at ulna*
$5 in the long term as demanj
weakens, especially for electrirJ
ity production.
•
The iitialysis reflected a.•significant change from the department's projections a year agd
when it predicted oil prices in
constant dollars — not counting
normal inflationwould
retreat in the long term and settle!! about $31 a hartel by 2025.
• The repoti issued Monday
said that oil prices Will remain in
the mid-$40 range or higher in
coming years and average $54 a
barrel by 2025, iacreasing to an
average of $57 a barrel by 2030
when adjusted for inflation.
Crude oil prices have been hovering . around $60 a barrel,
briefly soaring as high as $70
earlier this year.
The long-term forecast,
which attempts to gauge the
nation's energy-picture 20 years
from now. ,..assumed no major
polity • shift such as future
• restrictions on so-called "greenhouse" gases — including carbon dioxide from burning fossil
fuels — to combat climate
change.
Nor did it assume the government will allow oil development
in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge in Alaska. which supporters said would produce a
flow of I million additional barrels of oil a day by 2025, adding
substantially to domestic production. A proposal to open the
refuge to drilling currently is
being heatedly debated in
Congress.
Any major policy shift such
as curbing fossil fuel use to
counter global warming "would
change the picture dramatically"
especially in the use of coal for

Revised outlook
This year's annual forecast-for
long-term crude oil prices is e
significantly different from what
was predicted last year
World oil ptice.s, in constant
2004 dollars per barrel
560
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MSU News Bureau
The Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman for December 2005
were recently announced during
the Senior Breakfast. Caleb
Watters and Brianna Moore
were seiected for the honor.
Waiters is a public relations
major from hilts. 111. Moore is
majoring in middle-aithool science and social studies education and is from Steeleville, Ill.
Walters, who has a 3.93
grade point average out of 4.0, is
the son of Albert and Theresa
Watters. Brianna's parents are
Raymond and Rose Moore. Her
grade point average is 3.91.
During his time at Murray
State, Watters has been a Dean's
List student and a member of
Kappa Tau Alpha and Gamma
Sigma Alpha honor societies. He
has also been named to Who's
Who Among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges.
Winters is a member of
Sigma Chi fraternity, a social
organization that he has served
as pledge trainer, recruitment
chairman and Peterson chairman.A member of Clark College
on campus. Watters has been a
representative for that residential college and served as a
freshman-year leader there.

Brianna Moore

Caleb Wafters

His career-related experience includes his present
employment with Dippin' Dots
as a customer service representative. In addition, he was the
sports and Greek editor for The
Murray State University Shield
yearbook. a student director for
the Public Relations Student
Society of America at MSU and
worked as a publicist for the
Murray-Calloway County Relay
for Life cancer campaign. 0
A Dean's List student.

Moore is a member of the Phi
Eta Sigma. Gamma Beta Phi and
Phi Delta Kappa honor societies.
as well as the National Society
for Collegiate Scholars. Also a
member of Clark College. she
was chosen the Residential
College Council Member of the
Year
and
received
the
PrPaidential Service Award in
Clark.
Moore was the recipient
of the Sigma Xi Student
Research Award
and was

accepted to do research with
Murray's National Science
Foundation
C'ollaborativ e
Research at L Ilatefgraduate
Institutions program dunng the
2003 semester
She is an active member ot
the National Science Teachers
Association atudent chapter and
served as president during the
2004-05 year
Moore has had a host uS
career-related activities while at
Murray including a number ot
education pracucums. teaching
at both the Murrav Middle
School and the ('allow ay
County Middle School Her
recent work at Murray Middle
has included observation and
teaching in seventh-grade science and social studies classes. ,
including creating and 'maple- '
menting units, lesson plans, student studies and professionaldes elopment plans.
Both Walters and Moore will
speak at the December 2005
Commencement ceremonies.
Commencement will be held on
Saturda). Dec. 17. at' 10 a.m. in
the Regional Special Events
Center. More information about
MSC events surrounding the
upcoming graduation can be
found online at www murraystate edu

Internet sales fueling thefts of historical artifacts
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Experts say and
president
of
the
Historical
the lure of a quick sale on the Internet is Confederation of Kentucky. said he often
behind a rash of historical document thefts receives calls from people who want him to
from libraries, universities and other appraise attic treasures.
archives in Kentucky and around the.coun"As a result, of EBay culture and shows
try.
like Antiques Roadshow. people have
Recently in Louisville,'police arrested a learned that these things have a monetary
70-year-old retired executive who allegedly value." Brooks said.
took more than 53 documents and other
Mike Courtney: a rare book dealer in
objects from the Filson Historical Society. Lexington. said the Internet has fueled a
And last year, four men.assaulted a librarian market.
and took rare manuscripts and sketcheslrom
"Because of the Internet. there's more
Transylvania University. They' were each demand and it's easier. You can put it online
sentencediast wee,k to seven years in a fed- on eBay or a site and find a customer readieral prison.
ly. which ruaket the price go up."
A boom in popular interest in the antiquiMany institutions tightened security polities trade, fanned by.. the Internet and cies in 2000. after a book of American
appraisal shows on television. could be pro- Indian lithographs was stolen from Centre
viding: inotivatioelbp, the, eddies, some College in Danville.
experts said.
Centre librarian Stan Campbell said
Erie Brooks, the Curator at Ashland, 'access to the rare books collection has been
'Henr) Clay's.historic home in Lexingtort curtailed. Only those with. a letter of intro-

duction can look at Centre's collections.
"It's unfortunate. but those are the steps
we had to take," he said.
University of Kentucky officials 'said
they have been looking into ,security
upgrades because of the Transylvania incident. Like other institutions. UK has to ;•
weigh the needs of researchers Who.want to
look at original documents against increasing needs for security.
At the University of Louisville. a list of
the library's special collections is available
anline and in a paper catalog. The library.
has no plans to change that policy any time
soon, said lames Anderson, a curator of photographic archives at U of L.
"We're still open, to the public, but we
have more security measures in place. such
as a librarian would never he alone with
someone that is looking at something ot
value." Anderson said.
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generating electricity, said Guy
Caruso, head of the Energy
Information Administration, the
Energy Department's statistical
agency which issued the report.
Demand for crude oil and-natural gas is expected to continue-to increase, but not is sharply
as had been projected a year
agei
And the report projected a
growth in electricity production
from nuclear power plants with
construction of at least six large
reactors, beginning after 2014.
A year ago the agency said it
saw no new reactors on the horizon.
At the same time, the agency
said energy production would
result in a steady 1.2 percent a
year increase in the amount of
heat-trapping Carbon dioxide
that will flow into the atmosphere. Annual carbon emissions
from burning fossil fuels,will be
28 percent higher in 2025 than
they are today. the HA said.
With oil prices expected to
remain high, the use of unconventional transportation fuels
such as ethanol and biodiesel
will grow in acceptance. the
agency said. The EIA report also
pttjected a sharp increase in the
use of more efficient hybrid
gasoline-electric cars and trucks
and more fuel efficient diesel
technology.
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The Power of
Oral History
Attention frantic shoppers!
Dean of Murray State
tniversity Libraries, Laurene
Zaporozhetz, has some sage
holiday advice that will save
you time and money. and earn
the praise of loved ones both
young and old this holiday season.
"Think of
capturing
family stories you've
heard for
years on
tape," she
says. "It's away of preserving precious memories, and
Main Street Christmas is
By Constance a good time
to do it."
Alexander
A firm
Ledger & Times
believer in
Columnist
the importance of oral
history, Dr.
Zaporozhetz has recorded interviews with her own cherished
relatives, including an aunt who
served in the WAVES during
World War II. The process is not
only a means of gathering
information; it preserves the
sound of' beloved voice.
"On a recording you can hear
the giggle, the sigh," Dr. Z.
explains. "Everybody has some
music in their voice. The highs
and lows, the rhythm and the
accent. If you do it right, all that
can be preserved for the future."
According to Dr. Doug
Boyd, program manager of the
Kentucky Oral History
Commission, even with all the
technological advances of the
past 30 years, including videb,
audio tape remains &highly
effective storage medium.
"Professional reel to reel is
still the most stable format we
know of," he declares.,"In the
right environment, it lasts fifty
to sixty years."
Cassette - he recommends
using top quality tapes - has a
shelf life between 25 and 30
years.
Too often, the impulse to
preserve family history is one of
those tasks frequently put off
for another day. Wait too long,
and the optimal time has passed.
Just getting interviews done is
of the utmost importance,
according to Dr. Boyd.
"Individual life stories, tales of
everyday life are relevant history." he asserts.
Right here in Murray. MSU's
Pogue Library is a repository of
oral histories related to the
region's history, including interviews with former residents of
the Land Between the Rivers. In
Frankfort, the state archives
house thousands of interviews
relating to Kentucky's past.
including voices of governors.
nationally acclaimed authors,
tenant farmers, midwives, Civil
Rights activists, people from all
walks of life.
As the Kentucky Oral
History Commissions gets set to
celebrate its 30th anniversary in

2006, Doug Boyd points out
that, "Technology has made it
easy to collect-oral histories, but
the issue of preservation is key."
Currently the Commission is
involved in digitizing the collection, an expensive and timeconsuming effort.
"In years past," Dr. Boyd
says,"Kentucky had a thriving
oral history program at all the
universities, but when the heads
of those prograths retired or
died, the institutional memory
sometimes went right along
with them. Now," he goes on,
"interest in oral histories is
coming back and the need for
preservation of old tapes is just
as important as gathenng nest,
interviews."
If you are planning on
recording oral histories during
the holidays, the site
http://genealogy.about.comics/or
alhistory provides some useful
reminders:
II Schedule a time for the
interview in advance, and plan
for no more than 1-2 hours.
•Prepare a list of questions
beforehand, and share them
with your relative before the
interview.
•Even though you are
recording, take good notes and
make sure you record your
name, the date, where the interview is being conducted and the
interviewee for documentation
purposes.
MI Start with a question or
request a story that you have
heard told in the past.
•Use props if possible. Old
photos, favorite songs. treasured
items may bring memories
flooding back.
III Even though you have prepared questions, don't be afraid
of tangents or follow-up questions. Sometimes they yield
brand new information.
•Consider preparing a transcript of the entire interview so
you have it on paper as well as
tape, disk or whatever archival
medium you have chosen.
Finally, Doug Boyd recommends that you think about
archiving a copy of your interview with the Kentucky Oral
History Commission.
"You don't have to be part of
a big project to be in the
archives," he remarks.
-Individual life stories contain
crucial social and cultural history of a region or a community.
And some of the most powerful
interviews in our collection are
the personal interviews."
For more information about
the Oral History Commission,
log on to
http://history.ky.gov/Programs/K
OHC. Online information about
Murray State University Special
Collections can be accessed at
hup://www.murraystate.eclu/ms
ml/Pogue.html.
Read Main Street online at
hwii,.murrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist directly
at constancealexander@charter net.
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Medical malpractice key on 2006 agenda
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Ernie
'
Fletcher's 2006 legislative agenda includes
pushing for a constitutional amendment on
medical malpractice lawsuits and improving
education in Kentucky, he said.
The governor, during a wide-ranging
interview with The Associated Press on
Thursday, also said he's focused on reducing
Kentucky's soaring health care costs and
helping small businesses cope with the
increased cost of employee insurance.
However, he did not elaborate on exact
details.
"We're going to be announcing some
other initiatives as we move forward,"
Fletcher said. "We're working on those right
now and we're doing son* final analysis
and study."
Friday marks the midpoint of Fletchet's
term. He was inaugurated as Kentucky's
first Republican governor in more than 30
years on Dec. 9, 2003.
Since May, Fletcher's administration has
been stymied by an attorney general's office
probe into allegations of state personnel law
tampering. Thirteen current or former
administration officials have been indicted
on misdemeanor charges stemming from the
investigation.
Fletcher has pardoned nine people and
offered blanket amnesty to anyone who
could be charged by the Franklin County
special grand jury conducting the investigation.
Still. Fletcher says he's ready to move on.
With the 2006 General Assembly opening next month. Fletcher said his administration is working out final details on other proposals to "move Kentucky forward." While
he declined to offer specifics, Fletcher said
he would make them public during his annual State of the Commonwealth and budget
speeches.
Attempts at offering voters a proposed
constitutional amendment regarding medical malpractice lawsuits have failed in previous sessions. Fletcher did outline his plan,
but said it was necessary for keeping doctors
in Kentucky.
Earlier Republican-endorsed plans —
which have had support of doctors and hospital groups — have called for allowing the
General Assembly to limit patients' financial
awards for pain and suffering and punitive
damages. The plans have been,aimed at lowering the cost of doctors' medical malpractice insurance rates.
Fletcher said there have been instances of
doctors in Kentucky's border cities moving
their practices into neighboring states for
lower malpractice insurance rates.
Fletcher said he's also introducing a plan
that would help more of Kentucky's small
businesses provide employees with health
insurance benefits. Overhauling Kentucky's

AP

Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher listens to a question during an interview in his
office Thursday in Frankfort, Ky. Fletcher said his legislative plans for 2006
include pushing changes to medical malpractice lawsuits and improving education in Kentucky.
Medicaid system also tops the list. Fletcher
said.
"Medicaid reform is essential for the
future of Kentucky," Fletcher said.
Proposals aimed at landing more jobs in
the state are also in the works. Fletcher said.
That includes jobs ranging from the film
industry to biotech, he said.
However. Fletcher said boosting the
state's education system is key. The curriculum in Kentucky's high schools need to be
more rigorous so that more graduates are
better prepared for college. Fletcher said.
Boosting teacher pay, and offering them
additional professional development opportunities top the list, Fletcher said.
"I'd like to see us using our money more
effectively and focusing on some low performing schools to bring those up to par,"
Fletcher said. "Education is foundational for
economic development."
Fletcher also said he would not push for
higher cigarette taxes during the legislative
session, even though he floated the idea two
months ago. That's because lawmakers will
not support a hike over the current 30 cents
a pack in an election year, the governor said.
"I don't think that they are ready to

address this," Fletcher told The CourierJournal of Louisville in a separate interview
that was published Friday. "We don't need
additional taxes. I think we need to learn to
live within our budget."
House Speaker Jody Richards, DBowling Green. said he had yet to meet with
Fletcher on the upcoming session. However.
Richards said he thought they would be
meeting "pretty soon."
"It certainly would be well to talk everything over,- Richards said. "But I have not
seen an agenda, nor have I heard about one
from the governor."
Lawmakers would likely be preoccupied
this coming session with passing a state
budget, Richards said.
Nevertheless, it's unusual for governors
entering their second budget sessions to wait
on outlining their plans to lawmakers.
Richards said.
"It seems unusually late," Richards said.
Fletcher disagreed.
"On the issues we'll be rolling out,
they've been bantered around for years ...."
Fletcher said. "We'll get it out and we'll
have some clear, concise plans for the legislators to look at."
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248 soldiers killed in Gander crash
remembered during special tribute

Harry E. Rictiaid, 62, Paducah, died Sunday, Dec. I I, 2005. at
4:18 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He worked at Four River Behavioral Health
Center and was a member of Broadway Church
of Christ, Paducah.
Born in Hardin, he was the son of the late
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
Charles Andrew Richard and Mildred Flo Nike
Richard. Also preceding him in death were two (AP)- Lora Hobbs was sobbrothers, Jack Pace Richard and Donald bing as she remembered the day
Richard.
20 years ago when an Army
Survivors include one brother, Robert chaplain came to her family's
Richard, Ocala, Fla., and several nieces and house to tell them her brother
nephews.
Richard
was dead.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 2
Her I9-year-old brother,Spc.
p.m. at Pace Cemetery, Hardin. Andrew Claussen will officiate.
Mark
Ferguson and 247 of his
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of
comrades with the 101st
arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Airborne Division were killed in
the Dec. 12, 1985 crash in
Mrs. Delma Chrisman Trotter
The funeral tor Mrs. Delma Chnsman Trotter will be today Gander, Newfoundland.
(Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
"Don't take each day for
The Rev. Richard Smith will officiate. Music will be by Randall granted because at any moment,
Black, vocalist. and Joan Bowker, organist.
especially in military service.
Active pallbearers will be Larry Chrisman, Roger Chrisman, whether you are at war or even
Eddie Hunt, Ralph Graves, Jack Uffelman and Greg Graves. in a peacekeeping mission.
Honorary groups will be members of Gleaners Sunday School Class
there's no guarantee that you're
of First United Methodist Church and special friends, Lutricia
going to see them again," Hobbs
Poyner, Josephine Miller, Annette Owsley, Rhonda Redden and
Peggy Harrell. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. said.
Hobbs, of Kingsport. Tenn.,
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist and her family attended a
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, Ky.. 42071 or to Hospice, Murray- memorial to mark the 20th
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.. 42071.
anniversary of the crash on
Mrs. Trotter, 88. Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Saturday, Dec. Monday at Fort Campbell. Two
10, 2005. at 8:30 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended tents were filled with more than
illness.
200 people during the ceremony.
A retired legal secretary for Hughes and Gregory Law Firm,
It was Hobbs'first visit to the
Murray, she had previously worked for the Tennessee Valley southern Kentucky Army
post
Authority and for the Murray Electric System. She was a member of
since 1986, when a park was
First United Methodist Church and of Gleaners Sunday School
Class and Ruth Wilson Circle of the church; a member of Murray dedicated in honor of the crash's
Business and Professional Women's Club; and a past member of the victims.
"That day, we watched bits
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Born June 3, 1917,in Hazel, she was the daughter of the late H.B. and pieces on the news, and then
Chrisman and Alma Housden Chrisman. Also preceding her in death later that night, about 9 p.m„ a
were three sisters, Olalia Underwood, Alma Chrisman and Dathal chaplain came to our house and
Chrisman, and four brothers, Orin, Noel, H.B. and Treman said my son was gone," said
Chrisman.
Buddy Ferguson, Hobbs' father,
. Survivors include her husband, John H. Trotter, to whom she was who also attended the ceremony.
married May 10. 1943 in Murray; one daughter, Mrs. Jennifer
A separate memorial was
Hewlett and husband, Bill, Murray; one brother, Reuben Chrisman
held in Hopicinsville, Ky.. later
and wife, Katherine. Hazel; two grandchildren, John B. Hewlett and
Monday morning.
Leanne Chrisman Hewlett, both of Murray.
Most soldiers on the plane
were with the division's 502nd
Mrs. Fern Smith
The funeral for Mrs. Fern Smith was today (Tuesday) at 10 a.m. Infantry Regiment returning
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale officiated. from a six-month deployment to
Egypt, where they had been sent
Burial was in the Thayer Cemetery, Thayer, Mo.
Mrs. Smith. 85, Murray, died Saturday. Dec. 10, 2005, at 1:40 to ensure compliance with the
p.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray.
1979 Egyptian-Israeli peace
A homemaker, she also worked in the clothing department at the treaty.
, former Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, now Glendale Road
The troops were killed
Church of Christ, where she was a member.
instantly when the Arrow Air
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Clayton Smith, and
DC-8 crashed seconds after tak- her second husband. William Smith. Born Feb. 29, 1920, in Oregon
ing
off
from
Gander,
- County, Mo., she was the daughter of the late Charles McKinley
Newfoundland
International
Beatty and Lora Naomi Taylor Beatty.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Karen S. Bolls, Murray; Airport, where it had refueled
one son. Randy Keet Smith and wife. Cheri, and one brother. Don for the final leg of its return to
Beatty and wife, Loretta, all of Virginia Beach. Va.; five grandchil- Fort Campbell. An eight-memdren. Kelly Mackey and Jeremy Bolls, both of Searcy, Ark., Kaci ber civilian flight crew also died
Daugharthy, Nashville, Tenn.. and Becki Kachuba and Brian Smith, in the crash.
both of Virginia Beach, Va.; eight great-grandchildren.
The anniversary of the crash
comes as the 101st is grieving
John Milton Muscovalley
new deaths in Iraq - 19 Fort
Military graveside rites for John Milton Muscovalley will be Campbell soldiers died in
Thursday at noon at the Mound City National Cemetery.
November.
Upon his request, there will be no visitation
Col. Dan York was stationed
or flowers. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Muscovalley, 85. Glendale Place,
Investments Snick 18`)4...
Murray, died Friday, Dec. 9, 2005, at 3:45 p.m.
Our best iilresimeill is you.
at his home.
He formerly lived for 38 years on a high bluff
in Columbus in the original pron Banks Hotel
that overlooks the Mississippi River. In Decentlr 2000, he moved
onces as of 9 air.
to Wesley Village, Benton, but has resided at Glendale Place for the
Dow Jones Ind. Sig...10764.89 - 2.88
past year.
Sir Products
+ 0.33
Mr. Muscovalley volunteered and served for 3 1/2 years with the
ST&T. Inc. ...,_...24.7I • 0.15
United States Coast Guard in World War II. He spent more than
BB&T..._.._........4230-0.07
three years on active sea duty serving on the USS Nourmahal. a conBell South
-0.12
voy patrol gunboat. with much time spent in the North Atlantic and
Brigp & Stratton
+ 2.09
Caribbean. He was discharged in October 1945 and moved to
Columbus.
Bristol Sfsers Squibb _2131 • 0.02
An amateur writer, he had published several small books and
Caterpillar.
4&10 + 0.07
contributed to major magazines and papers. As an amateur archaeCheiron Texaco Corp.39.71 + 0.13
ologist, he personally found a sizable Indian relic collection which
- 0.10
Daimkr
included over 125 pottery vessels and thousands of flint and hone
Dean
- 0.03
artifacts. He also had an extensive Civil War collection, barbwire
+ 0.49
Exxon-Nlobil
collections. castiron seat collection and insulator collection. He was
Ford Motor
-0.03
involved with antiques and collectibles. He made many shows in
General
Electric
'0.10
Missouri, Tennessee, Illinois and Kentucky.
• 0.57
General Molpr,
Born July 24. 1920, in Columbus, he was the son of the late
GlaxoSmith
Aline
SDR
_51.26
+
0.23
Thomis
Muscovalley.
Also
precedGeorge Muscovalley and Lottie
0.03
Goodrich
ing him in death were one brother, George; two sisters, Katie Helen
Goodiear
- 0.02
and Juanita; and grandparents, Nickolas and Helen Haile
HopEed Bank'
15.99 k
Muscovalley and Joseph E. and Kathryn Young Thomis.
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Maj. Robert Key, left, and 1st Sgt. Kenneth Kraus place a wreath at the foot of a statue
Monday in Fort Campbell Memorial Park in Hopkinsville. The wreath was placed as part
of a ceremony commemorating the 20th anniversary of the Dec. 12. 1985 airplane crash
in Gander. Newfoundland, which claimed the lives of 248 soldiers from the 101st
Airborne Division (Air Assault), along with eight flight crewrnembers.
at Fort Campbell when the air- also had a relative killed in the
craft crashed and returned to the crash. His nephew. Spc. Gregory
base to speak during the memo- A. Owens. was 21. - rial service. One of his best
"He was such a unique perfriends. Capt. Brian Haller was son," Bailey said. "He was one
killed in the crash. "
of the most loving people we've
"We can't explain a tragedy ever met, ever known."
that's confounded by mystery....
Looking toward the trees that
To dwell on disaster only begets line one side of the park. Bailey
pain." York said during the cere- said he appreciated the 'living
mony at Fort Campbell.
memorial" that shows everyone
3oseph Bailey, of Louisville. how much Owens and the other

soldiers loved their country.
"I want people to remember
their sacrifice and what they
fought for." Bailey said.
A memorial service .w as also
held' Monday at the site of the
crash in Gander. New foundland
The city of Gander held a
wreath-laying ceremony at the
site, which is now in park with j
statue that commemorates the
crash.
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101st soldier killed in attack

I.

OBITUARIES/REGIONAL

NEWARK. NJ. (AP)- A jobs in New York City, hoping to
101st Airborne Division soldier be able to better provide for his
with close ties to New Jersey family, his parents told The Starwas killed by small arms fire Ledger of Newark.
Saturday in Taji, Iraq. when his
He was deployed to Iraq at
unit was attacked by enemy the end of September.
forces, the Army said.
"He didn't go there because
Sgt. Clarence L. Floyd Jr., he wanted to go," James Kelly
28, was a cannon crew member said. "He went there because he
assigned to the 1st Battalion. had to go. If these kids had jobs
320th Field Artillery Regiment, and opportunity, they wouldn't
2nd Brigade Combat Team even enlist."
based at Fort Campbell, Ky. His
Floyd was born and raised in
mother and stepfather. Valerie Harlem. He earned his high
and James Kelly, live in school diploma while a member
Newark.
of the Job Corps. d federally
Floyd, a father of five, was administered education and job
killed in Taji. about 20 miles training program. While in the
north of Baghdad. Family mem- Job Corps, he assisted in relief
bers said he was shot in the head operations in North Carolina
by a sniper.
following Hurricane Floyd in
Floyd joined the Army in 1999. He will be buried in
October 2003, after holding a Cal verton National Cemetery in
succession of minimum-wage Suffolk County. N.Y.
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Sharon Wilson
Merchant Representative
500 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 787-2228
sharon.wilson©bbanctt.com

BB&T is proud to announce the newest
member to our Merchant Services team.
Sharon Wilson. an experienced BB&T professional. has always
been a part of the local Murray community. Sharon is another
example of the merchant service expertise you'll receive at BB&T
She is dedicated to helping you find the merchant account that
best fits your needs,and is prepared to answer any questions
may have. Please call Sharon Wilson for more information, or visit
us at www.BBandTcom.
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COMMUNITY
Glory Bound
will be Thursday

Wedding

Holiday Celebration

Hallelujah Singers and Brandy Elliott
will be featured at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the Weeks Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Churcii. The public is invited
and there is no charge. Items for Need
Line will be taken.
Bound was canceled Dec.
Glory

because of weather conditions. Beginning
Jan. 5, the new location for Glory Bound

Jo's

will be at the Goshen Family Fellowship
Center at Stella on Ky. Hwy. 121 North
By Jo Burkeen and Kirksey Road.
Community
For more information call Joe Lawrence
Editor
at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

Datebook

Woodmen event on Thursday

Lodge 170 and former 970 of Woodmen of the World will
have their Christmas dinner Thursday at 6 p.m. at the James
Lee Harmon Service Center, 330 C.c. Lowry Drive. Murray.
Each one is asked to bring a $5 gift for Chinese auction. For
reservations call Shelia Crouse at 753-4741 or 753-4377.

V.F.W. Post 6291 will meet

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray is scheduled to meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at the headquarters of Murray State University Reserve Office Training Corps inside the
Trio complex of the campus off North 16th Street. For information contact David Foley at 753-5822.

Mr. and Mrs. Rodriguez
Ashley Ann Odom of Mayfield and Ralph Jeremy Rodriguez
of Deltona, Fla., were married Saturday, Oct. I. 2005, at First
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of Joe and Cindy Odom of May.
field.
Parents of the groom are Ralph and Shannon Rodriguez and
Karen Rodriguez, all of Orlando, Fla.
The Rev. David Whaley of Jackson. Tenn., officiated at the
wedding. Music was by Min-Kye Jung of Murray, pianist.
Shellie Harris of Murray was the honor attendant.
Bridesmaids were Ashley Clapp of Water Valley. Wendy
Brundige of New York, N.Y. and Amber Pirrello of Orlando.
Ha.
Brittany Seay of Mayfield was junior bridesmaid. Flower
girl was Lauryn Odom, daughter of Bryan and Shannon Odom
of Mayfield.
Anihony Coschignano of Birmingham, Ala., was best man.
Groomsmen were Joey McIntyre of Woodstock, Ga.., Joel
Hernandez of Deltona, Ha.. and Stefano Pirrello of Orlando,
Fla.
A reception followed at the Mayfield Golf and Country
Club.
The bride is a 2004 graduate with a bachelor of science in
recreation and leisure services of Murray State University. She
is employed as recreation supervisor for the city of Deltona,
Fla.
The groom is a 1999 gratluate of the Seminole Criminal
Justice Academy. Lake Mary, Ha. He is a deputy for the Volusia County Sheriff's Office.
The couple is residing in Deltona, Fla.

Photos provided

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Child Care Center
and Pathfinders Committee won second place in their
division for its float in the Murray Rotary Christmas
The Child Care Center teachers the
Parade.
Pathfinders' Committee, and the Parent Committee
organized and decorated this year's float. Pictured (top
photo) are children, parents. and child care teachers
on the winning float. Also pictured (bottom photo) is
Santa Claus awaiting children at the 2005 Cookies with
Santa event held after the parade at the Center for
Health & Wellness. Approximately 100 children attended with all proceeds benefiting the MCCH Child Care
Center. For more information on MCCH Child Care, call
270-762-1552.

Santa's Last Blast and more scheduled in Paris on Friday
PARIS, Tenn. — Christmas
stories. lively carols, excited
children, hot chocolate, fresh
smores, Santa. Rudolph and
the Elves all converge for
Santa's Last Blast in downtown Paris on Friday from 6
to 8 p.m. The third annual

event is sponsored by the Downtown Business Association.
Free events abound that
evening around the historic
square. Children can make and
eat smores with help from firemen from the Paris Fire Department At Jack's Java. inside Jack

C6rislian :Took/are
5th & Main • 753-1622
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 am-S pm • Sat. 10 am-S pm

Jones Flowers, members of the
community will read their
favorite Christmas stories while
little boys and girls enjoy free
hot chocolate. Fancy That (former JCPenny building) will play
Christmas and big band music
on their old-fashioned Motorola. Dancers are invited to come
take a turn.
"Santa's Last Blast provides
an opportunity to enjoy something out (If the ordinary. After
all, where else can children
make smores with real firemen, hear stories read by Zornmunity members, or watch their
parents and grandparents dance
o an old fashioned record:

Legion Post #73 will meet

American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, located at 805 North 12th St., Murray. The agenda will focus on the new Legion Post planning. The meeting
date was changed because of the Christmas holiday. All members are urged to attend. For more information call Don Adcock
at 489-2844.

Band Boosters plan promotion

Murray Band Boosters will have a rebate day at Captain
D's on Wednesday. Customers are asked to tell the cashier
they want their receipts credited towards the Murray Band
Boosters which will benefit band programs at Murray Middle
and Murray High Schools.

CCHS Council will meet
C'allov.ay County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center. All interested persons are invited.

Delta meeting Wednesday
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the club house. Gay Bryant. RT..
M.T., Purchase Area Physical Therapy, is the scheduled speaker. Hostesses will be Loretta Jobs, Dorothy Hargrove and Susan
O'Neill.

Hazel Club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will have its Christmas party Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at J. Edwards. Murray.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
Osteo heel scans and blood pressure and pulse checks on
offer
Kay
said
now that's a novelty,"
Foust, president of the Down- Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Waltown Business Association green's in Murray; on Friday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
(DBA). "Santa's Last Blast also to 3 p.m. at Wal-Martin, Paris. Tenn.
is a wonderful time for children to visit with Santa one
last time before he hitches up
First Baptist Church Library will have "Keeping Christ in
his reindeer. As an added perk Christmas Story Hour" today, Wednesday and Thursday from
for adults, many of the stores 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. This is for school age children and adults.
will be open for shoppers to A different classic Christmas story will be at each time. For.
pick up those final Christmas information call 753-1854.
presents."
The event is sponsored by
the DBA with special help from
Hazel Woman's Club is sponsoring its annual -Christmas
the Paris Fire Department and Decorating Home" contest again this year. Judging will be on
Project Graduation. For more Wednesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Residents are asked to he sure
information contact Foust at and have their lights on at this time. First, second and third
731- 641-9348 or e-mail her prizes will be awarded. A sign will be placed in the yard
at kfoust@cbtcneLcom.
showing the winner.

Library plans Story Hour

Home judging Wednesday

Kappa Department

4-H Cloverbuds will meet

4-H Cluverbuds will meet Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
in the community room of Calloway Public Library. This is
for children, 6 to 8 years of age.

Veterans

will be given assistance

Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Murray. Ron McClure. regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.
Bank-issued, FDIC-insured to $100,000

6 months

4.25% APY*

Minimum deposit $5.000

1-year

4.55% AP',"

Minimum deposit $5,000

18 months

4.60% APY*

Minimum deposit 65,000

Need Line has promotion
Back Yard Burgers at Hwy. 121 Bypass. Murray, has a promotion for Need Line. A customer buying one burger will get
one free with a donation of a non-perishable food item from
now through Jan. 15. All food will be donated to Need Line
to help fill the needs of the community.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

'Annual Percentage Yield (APY) - Interest cannot remain on
deposit: periodic payout of interest is required. Early
withdrawal is not permitted. Effective 12/12/05. Subject to
availability and price change. The amount received from a sale
of a CD at current market value may be less than the amount
initially invested

Photo provided

New members of the Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club are (from left) Jane Bright, Kim Grasty,
Felicia Meyers and Kela Craig. Each one was presented with a red rose.

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Need holiday shipping?
Call or stop by today.
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LEARNING
More parental input sought on state tourism proposal
By TOM BERRY
tourism workers, such as high schoolers
Although members of some regional
Staff Writer
working as lifeguards or other seasonal and county tourism commissions have
Jennifer Stubblefield is one of many workers, have to leave their jobs to go suggested delaying school
until aLler
teachers and other professional educa- back to school; forcing a loss of man- the Labor Day weekend
and into the
tors in Kentucky that are opposed to a power during a critical period.
month of June,- Marchetti Sparrow,
Kentucky Tourism Council request that
The 22-member task force has been president and CEO of the Kentucky
the state General Assembly study charged with assessing input from Tourism Council, said council officials
whether the first day of school could be everyone concerned about the issue in have never made the suggestion'.
delayed until around the end of August. an effort to find ways to help boost "What the resolution asked *is to creCiting the large amount of tourism tourism during the late summer and ate dialog between the education
comdollars lost to the "state with schools early fall time periods without affecting munity and tourism about ways that we
kicking off earlier and earlier each year. the education of children. Stubblefield, could work together on the school
caltourism officials have requested that a business teacher at Calloway County endar," she said. "We have never advostate lawmakers help create dialog High School and member of the calen- cated that school start after Labor Day
between education and tourism. The dar cortunittee for the Calloway Board or end before Memorial Day."
Task Force on School Calendars and of Education, is concerned that if not
Sparrow said she had hoped the
Tourism was created in response to the enough teachers, school administrators effort would allow tourism officials to
request and has been tasked with deter- and parents take the proposal seriously learn more about the needs of education
mining the impact school calendars enough to speak up that the education in Kentucky and that education officials
have on Kentucky's $ 9.1 billion of the state's children could be threat- learn more about the needs of tourism
tourism industry.
ened by the callous demand of econom- in an enlightening dialog. However she
Members of the task force met for ics.
said council officials would like to see
with about 50 educators, tourism repre"I just feel compelled because I'm schools kick off much later in the sumsentatives and the public at the on the calendar committee for our dis- mer season.
Kentucky Dam Village State Park trict," she said, pointing out that
"Schools are opening earlier every
Lodge last week. State Sen. Ken Superintendent Steve Hoskins and year and we have never had a statement
Winters, R-Murray, and Rep. J.R. Gray, other leaders in the Calloway County other than we would like to have talked
D-Benton, are spearheading the fact- school district attended the meeting. about beginning school somewhere
finding, opinion-collecting effort.
"This is one of those things that the around the 25th of August," she said.
Winters said the crux of the matter is silent majority better not sit on because "For water-based sports and tourism,
a Kentucky Tourism Council assertion
you know how money tends to deter- especially in western Kentucky, August
that kicking off the school year early in mine things. It's beyond me how the used to be the second-best month of the
August is preventing Kentucky resi- tourism board, for some strange reason, year. People like to be out on the lake in
dents — and possibly many out-of-state thinks making our students go to school August because it is so hot."
tourists — from utilizing the state's in June is going to help tourism. It's
Winters said ideas gathered from the
vacation opportunities. Also, many ludicrous."
meeting. as well as two others that took

Islam previously, will be used to generate a report that is due to be turned in on
Thursday or Friday to the Legislative
Research Commission.
Stubblefield said she can't behese
the Tourisin Commission's request has
been taken seriously.
"It is ludicrous that we could be
allowing a tourism botual to tell us how
to educate our students, but it's actually
getting some attention," abe said, pointing out that state officials are even now
considering lengthening the school
year.
"It's seems to be all about test scores
and if you want to see our test scores
plummet,just keep these kids in school
throughout the month of June. There
must be some kind of political blundering here."
During the meeting, four arguments
against delaying classes were cited by
Jennifer Smith, director of pupil personnel for Graves County Schools. A
copy of the speech was provided to the
Murray
Ledger & Times by
Stubblefield. It had been e-mailed to
Calloway County faculty and staff by
the Calloway Board of Education.
Smith cited existing calendar-mandated days out of the classroom,
parental preferences and data-driven
decisions that indicate parents and students would ratter hold classes in
August than June. climate considerations that include getting students in

school durtng the hot. swelleneg
of August, and improving educational
achievement with increased instruc
nonel time, not less.
According to Smith's
ument, the
Kentucky General A
y ;dreads
mandates modificationsK the current
school calendar forcing schools to start
their years later and casing a tremendous burden for schools, students. and
families. She also noted that parental
preferences in school calendar creation
consistently and overwhelmingly favor
the idea of summer break taking place
in June and even late in May rather than
August. Climate considerations favor
current practices both for good and bad
weather reasons.
She noted that attendance is consistently better in August than in May and
said 32 other states require at least five
more instructional day than Kentucky
Only six states mandate when the
school year begins Most industrialized
nations require at least 20 more school
days than Kentucky
"Tourism is an important industry
with its own requirements and goals
However, so is Kentucky education.
Allowing one industry's desires to
override the legitimate needs of education itself is detrimental to students,
their education, and their future." Smith
said. "It would send the wrong message
about Kentucky's priorities by letting
the tail wag the dog."

Murray High
student wins
essay contest

Photo provided

Murray Middle School fifth grader Logan English (second from left) was recently selected as Student of the Week by WNBS 1340 AM and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Pictured (from left) are Rebecca Landolt, Loretta Jobs Century 21 Realtor: Amanda
Ashiock, language arts and social studies teacher at MMS: and Amy Gannon. WNBS
1340AM Representative.

Photo provided

Tanner Richarson, an eighth grader at Murray Middle
School, works on his golf skills during PE class.
Other physical activities students are participating
include basketball, soccer, badminton and volleyball.

Photo provided

Lauren Cox. Bernadette Chadwick and Chelsea Long, fourth graders at Southwest
Elementary, recently "traveled the world" at the MSU international Bazaar held in
Curris Center. The bazaar is hosted by international students studying at MSU and
educates children and the community about other cultures and countries. Each
fourth grader was given a passport to visit the international booths at the event.

A Murray High School junior is the winner of a $500 scholarship essay contest, earning her
school a photo shoot for pictures
to be used in statewide college
planning publications.
Alexandra Horrobin's essay.
drew judges in immediately:
"Huge. extravagant proms and
big, ol• boy athletic departments
do not automatically qualify a
high school as the best in
Kentucky. Substance, not glitz.
is required to earn that title."
The judges' unanimous selection of Horrobin's essay was
based on her well-whtten testimonial to her school that went
beyond test scores, clubs and
athletics.
"Murray High focuses on the
"personal development of each
student. tit) challenges you to
step out of your safety zone."
she continued. Students at
Murray have been "prepared to
play a big role in this world and
motivated to explore the opportunities that life has to offer"
The essay captisated judges
with its straightforward, unpretentious language. "This essay
said a lot in 200 words." one
judge said.
The contest, sponsored by the
Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority and The
Student Loan Peoplesm. gathered dozens of entries statewide
Judges said picking a winner
was difficult. All of the entries
were strong cheerleaders for
their schools, whether academic.
personal or athletic successes
were cited.
Getting Started, Getting Set,
Getting Ready and Getting In
are designed to help students
prepare for college and find
financial assistance, and to provide up-to-date information
about Kentucky colleges. universities and trade schools. The
colorful. college how-to guidebooks are sent to school oounselors for distribution fret to all
students and are available online
at wa w.kheaa.com.

Readers At Work
The holidays bring
'many gifts. but none
are more precious
to us than the gift
of your support and
friendship. For this.
we are truly grateful.
May you all be

GIFT SHOPPE
Photo prroded

Calloway County High School student Cynthia Barnett shares a story with North
Elementary students Lashell Jones. Fiona Fox, and Hannah Mendenhall at the
school's Family Reading Night. Students wore hard hats as they completed activities in the "Reading Zone."

"The Area's Most Unique Shoppe"

Hwy.94 West • 435-4770
Open Mon.-Sat 10-5;Sun. I -5

blessed with good
times, good friends
and good health in
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New CASA Class
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L.A. Gang Founder "Tookie' Williams
Executed After Appeal Fails

Williams,
age 10
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Yen-I Yang, his wife,
Tsai-Shai Yang. and their daughter,
Yee-Chen Lin. were killed: Williams
was arrested four days later
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Dec. 12 Gov Arnold
Schwarzenegger denied
clemency for Williams

Sources 'Blue Rage. Black Redernpbon A Memoir' by Stanley
Took* Williams.
the California attorney general's office court documents

AP

Founder of L.A. Trips' gang executed

Photo provided

Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA)newest class of
volunteer advocates —
Teresa Capps (third from the left), Maria Huntley (third from the
right), and Squire
Babcock (second from the right) — are joined by CASA Volunteers
Jenny Vieito and
Carolyn Stubblefield (first and second from the left), Calloway
District Judge
Jeanne' Carroll (middle) and CASA Advisory Board Member Tim
Fortner (far right).

McConnell: Iraq already 'success story'
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Assocfateci Press Wnter
LOUISVILLE. K). iAP) —
Sen. Mitch McConnell, the second-ranking Senate Republican,
said that the U.S. mission in Iraq
is "already a success story" and
Chided Democrats for discussing
when "we ought to cut and run."
In a stout defense of
President
Bush,
McConnell
lumped the
Iraq conflict
into,
the
broader war
on
terror,
and
said
U.S. military
McConnell strikes in
Afghanistan
and Iraq helped protect America
from further attacks by killing,
capturing or disrupting terrorists.
Speaking to the Kentucky
Farm
Bureau
convention,
McConnell said the transition in
Iraq has been "rattiti smooth"
— noting that in less than three
years Iraq went•from the fall of
Saddam Hussein to parliamentary elections planned for next
week. By contrast, II years
elapsed in the United States
from the time of the Declaration
of Independence. to the
Constitution, he said.
"I think that Iraq is already a
success story. and I think it
going to end up being remembered by historians as a huge
success story." he said.
Democrat Mike Weaver, who
is running_ for_ _Congress, in
Kentucky's 2nd District, said
such declarations of success are
premature. Weaver said Iraq is
plagued by high unemployment,
crumbling infrastructure and
sectarian conflict that could turn

into civil war.
"A success story is if we had
solved all those problems, but
we haven't solved those problems yet," Weaver said in a
phone interview. "And I'm not
sure we can solve it for them."
McConnell said the question
of how long American troops
remain in Iraq hinges on the
training of Iraqi forces, which he
said are improving.
"As soon as the democratic
government of Iraq decides that
they are ready to grapple with
this securityproblem I wouldn't be surprised if they ask us to
go, or at least they ask us to cut
back and allow their soldiers to
be more on the point," he said.
McConnell, who has taken
trips to Iraq, said all but three
Iraqi provinces are "safe and stable" and that life is "dramatically better than it wed to be."
The senator acknowledged
that "in wars, things don't go
perfectly," but didn't specify
any mistakes by the Bush
administration. "Has everything
that's happened since Saddam
Hussein fell been perfect? No,"
McConnell said.
Of the more than 2,000 U.S.
troops killed in Iraq, McConnell
said:"We revere the service and
we honor the memory of the soldiers that we have lost." He

added that the losses have been
"quite small" because of the
"extraordinary effectiveness of
our military."
McConnell bemoaned that
the war has become politicized,
but he contrasted Bush's plan for
Iraq with comments by some
prominent Democrats.
"Well the president does have
a plan in Iraq, and the plan is:as
follows: We're going to stay and
win, we're not going to cut and
run." said McConnell, drawing
applause.
One sign that "we're on the
right track," he said, is that
Democrats are arguing among
themselves "whether we ought
to cut and run now or cut and
run six months from now."
Weaver, a retired Army
colonel who served two tours of
duty in Vietnam, said that mischaracterized
how
most
Democrats view Iraq.
"I don't think the majority of
Democrats would want to cut
and run now or cut and run at
any time," said Weaver, who is
challenging Republican Rep.
Ron Lewis."They want to bring
this to a conclusion, but they
desperately want for this administration to have a plan to do
that."

SAN QUENTIN, Calif.(AP)
— Convicted killer Stanley
Tookie Williams, the Crips gang
co-founder whose case stirred a
national debate about capital
punishment versus the possibility of redemption, was executed
early today.
Williams, 51, died at 12:35
a.m. Officials at San Quentin
State Prison seemed to have
trouble injecting the lethal mixture into his muscular arm. As
they struggled to find a vein,
Williams looked up repeatedly
and appeared frustrated, shaking

his head at supporters and other
witnesses.
"You doing that right?" it
sounded as if he asked one of the
men with a needle.
After he was declared dead,
his supporters shouted in unison: "The state of California just
killed an innocent man," as they
walked out of the chamber.
The case became the state's
highest-profile execution in
decades.
Hollywood stars and capital
punishment foes argued that
Williams' sentence should be
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commuted to life in prison
because he had made amends by
writing children's books about
the dangers of gangs and violence.
In the days leading up to the
execution, state and federal
courts refused to reopen his
case. Monday, Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger
denied
Williams' request for clemency,
suggesting that his supposed
change of heart was not genuine
because he had not shown any
real remorse for the killings
committed by the Crips.
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NEED A QUOTE? CALL or CLICK

Now available at the Center for Health & Wellness is the latest
in fitness programs. Core Training
focuses on the core of the body which contains the muscles
of the abdomen, hips, and back As the
only program of- its-kind currently in this area we invite you
to loin us for one of our 'Introduction to
Core Training' sessions beginning in January

753-4703

270.762.1 FIT
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"Some naysayers would say that this is a lateral move. It's not. Everything is in place to succeed here."
-Matt Griffin

Easy Pickings

Private
hiring
one for the
history
books .
-The search for Mu*
Stases 16th head Itsffhall
coach was unlike any other
in recent metnory.
Racer fans accuiromed--to open searches
which
have included public - •
forums with the finalists
were instead left to
speculate who would take
over the program while the
MSU administration labored
in secrecy.
Murray State athletics
director Alien Ward selected this process for a num.
ber of
reasons.
-1..stly to
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MICHAEL DANNIedger & Times

Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year and former University of Tennessee-Martin football coach Matt Griffin addresses the media
Monday as head coach for Murray State University in the Murray room at the Regional Special Events Center. Griffin takes over for
Joe Pannunzio, who was fired following a 49-20 loss to Martin in the season finale.

Murray State plucks Griffin from Skyhawks
a big selling point for a MurBy SCOTT NANNEY
ray program that had steadily
Sports Editor
hen Allen Ward set declined in recent seasons
Mall Gnffin becomes the 1611' coach m
out on his journey to under former coach Joe PanMurray State football history The
find Murray State's nunzio, who won an OVC lowing a a 'at of the accomptishmeole
next head football coach, lit- championship in 2002 and pro- of the Racers previous 15 head coaches.
tle did he know that he would duced winning records in three
have to travel only an hour of his six seasons at the Racer
Years
Coach
Records
down the road to find his helm but slipped to 2-9 this 2000-05 Joe Pannonzo 30-37
1997-99
Denver
Johnson
21-12
man.
past season, including a 491993-96 Houston Null
31-16
That short trip, however, 20 loss to Griffin's Skyhawks
1989-92 Mike Mahoney 23-41-1
1981-86
Frank
Beamer
42-23-2
matter little to the MSU ath- in the season finale on Nov.
Mike Gotttned
22-11-1
letics director, who picked Matt 17. Parinunzio was dismissed' 1978-80
1967-76 Bill Furgerson
60-49-4
Griffin from Ohio Valley Con- from his post the next day
1960-66 Don Sheffon
26-41-3
1956-59 Jim Cutlivan
12-26-1
ference rival Tennessee-Mar- after compiling a 30737 record
1948-53 Fred Faurot
43-29-3
tin to become the Racers' 16th since 2000.
1946-47 Jim Moore
15-11-2
gridiron coach.
"He is a coach that knows
1931-45 Roy Stewart
60-33-11
1925-30 Carlisle Cutchin 37-11-4
"My goal all along was to what it takes to win and a
1924
Irby Koffman
3-3-3
find the best coach possible that coach with the energy and
fit Murray State. And I believe intensity needed to rebuild this
—Complied by Michael Dam
that Matt Griffin is that guy," program," Ward said of Grifsaid Ward shortly after pub- fin. "Fans will be excited to of on-lookers that included
licly announcing his choice to watch his style of play and local and area media represucceed Joe Pannunzio during will appreciate the type of sentatives. MSU faculty and
a Monday morning press con- character that his team dis- staff members and citizens of
the Murray community. "Some
ference in the Murray Room plays on and off the field."
of the Regional Special Events
Griffin fashioned just a 10- naysayers would say that this
24 record in three seasons at is a lateral move. Its not.
Center.
"I left all of my options Martin. But the Skyhawks' Everything is in place to sucopen, and I felt like we had progression was quick, as they ceed here."
The disciplinary and acaa good list of coaches to pick made the leap from a 2-10
from," added Ward, who ledger in 2003 and a 2-9 mark demic track record of the forclaimed he narrowed the search in 2004 to 6-5 in 2005. The mer Maine assistant coach was
down to Griffin from a list latter record proved to be also undoubtedly attractive to
of seven finalists. "When Matt UTM's first winning season the MSU administration, who
got into the mix, we were since 1993. In II seasons had grown weary of a rash
able to take this (search) in between winning records, the of off-the-field incidents and
another direction. And I'm just Skyhawks wentjust 22-101 and poor academic performances
excited that he was willing to finished in last place in the from student-athletes within the
program.
OVC standings nine times.
become our coach."
"He inherited a program (at
Griffin's work in quickly
"This is unbelievable. I'm
overhauling a downtrodden UT- so excited about this opportuMartin program proved to be nity," said Griffin to a throng •See GRIFFIN Page 2B

Sweet 16

W

MICHAEl DANN Ledge'

Newly appointed Murray State University football coach
Matt Griffin answers questions Monday after he was
Introduced to members of the media, general public and football players.

TC1111

head
coa4:hes
he was
Sidelines considerBy Scott
ing for
Nanney
the Racer
Sports
post
Editor
One of
those
; coaches
was Matt Griffin. who was
eventually -plucked from
Ohio Valley Conference
rival Tennessee-Martin and
handed the keys to the
MSU program.
The 37-year-old Griffin.
who just completed his
third season as a DO ision
I-AA head coach, was
pleased with the way the
search was handled.
"What meant a lot to
me in this process was
being able to keep things
away from you media guys
for a lot of reasons, primarily my former players."
Griffin said during a Monday press conference.
attended by local and area
media representatives and
supporters of the MSU
football program.
For Ward. conducting
the search in private was
about respecting others —
namely the Tennessee-Martin administration.
"I think it was important for me to he responsible and treat the members
of this conference with
respect,- said Ward, who
declined to identify • the
names of any of the other
finalists for the job. "I
thought we handled it very,
well."
While the open searches
of the past were admittedly
fun for fans :Ind the media
alike, there is something to
be said for the professional
manner in which Ward and
his constituents conducted
this search.
We can only hope, however, that this process will
be as successful as the former, which has produced
both quality football and
basketball coaches for Murray State — namely Hous-,,,.
ton Nun and Mark Gottfried.
The search process
aside, though, will the hiring of Griffin be a SueIN See PRIVATE Page 28

ATLANTA 36, NEW ORLEANS 17

Slick Vick keeps Falcons in playoffs
ATLANTA (AP) — Michael
Vick shed the brace he wore
on his right knee the last two
months jtIst in time to head
back to the trainer's room with
another injury.
However, Vick was not complaining, and this time he's not
planning on missing any games
as Atlanta battles for a playoff spot.
Vick was knocked out of
Monday night's 36-17 win over
the New Orleans Saints with
bruised ribs, but only after he
ran for two touchdowns and
passed for another score.

He sprained his right knee
and missed one game in early
October. Few noticed that he
continued to wear a light brace
on tht knee until he announced
he was cleared to shed the
device.
Now comes more time in
the trainer's room as Vick will
try to return for Sunday's game
at Chicago.
Vick took a big hit when
throwing a 54-yard touchdown
pass to Roddy White in the
second quarter. He took another hit after his only interception of the game and then a

late shot from linebacker Ronald
McKinnon, who drew a roughing-the-passer penalty, in the
fourth quarter.
Vick was slow to get up
after McKinnon's hit. He stayed
in for two more plays, but the
pain was too much — he called
a timeout with 9:21 left, slowly walked off the field and
was escorted to the locker room.
"I landed with a guy's foot
right on my ribs," Vick said.
"Then I aggravated it when I
took one more hit."
Added Vick: "Hopefully I'll
be able to play this Sunday.

... I'm confident. I'm always
confident. I've just got to get
my treatment."
Coach Jim Mora also predicted his quarterback would
be ready for Sunday's game
at Chicago.
"Mike doesn't miss games,"
Mora said. "He'll do whatever it takes to get ready to go."
Running with renewed confidence,.Vick ran for a disputed 2-yard touchdown run in
the second quarter and a 17yard scoring dash in the third
quarter.

Atlanta defender DeAngelo Hail (21) picks up a turn
ble by New Orleans receiver Joe Horn (67) as teammate Az-ahir Hakim (81) pursues in the first quarter
Monday at the Georgia Dome in Atlanta.

Hayes earns second straight OVC
Freshman of the Week honor
The Ledger
guard/forward Ashley Nichole
Hayes earned her second Ohio
Valley Confeience Freshman
of the Week honor in as many
weeks, according to a release
issued by the conference office
this afternoon.
Hayes averaged 15.5 points,
11.5 rebounds and 3.0 assists
per game in the Lady Racers OVC-opening week last
week. Hayes notched her third
double-double of the season

From Page 1B
In truth, there were undoubtedly some eyebrows raised
throughout Murray and Calloway County when it became
apparent that a coach from
Tennessee-Martin would be
hired to take over the Murray
State program.
After all, why conduct a
national search for a coach,
only to end up with one
from within your own conference - particularly from
a traditionally downtrodden
program such as Martin?
That's a good question.

with a 12-point, 16-rebound performance against
Eastern Kentucky on Thursday, and followed
with a I9-point, seven-rebound night against
Morehead State on Saturday. She handed out
three assists' in each game and averaged 36
minutes per game.
Hayes ranks second on the .. am with 14.0
points per game and 7.5 rebounds per game.
She is hitting 44.9 percent of her shots from
the field, and leads the team with 1.3 steals
per game.
Murray State will resume play at Jacksonville
State on Sunday at 2 p.m.

But Ward also provided
some good answers.
"Matt has proven that he's
one of the up and coming
coaches in the country,"
Ward explained. "His ability
to take a program that's
been down and do what he's
done at UT-Martin is incredible. He's built that program
the right way. And even
though he's coming to Murray State, he's left Martin in
good shape.
"He has charisma and a
good work ethic. I could just
never get away from the fact
-That he could do this job the

right way and win."
In just three seasons at
Martin, Griffin transformed
the Skyhawks from the
league's doormat to a contender, finishing the 2005
season with a 6-5 record. It
marked UTM's first winning
season since 1993 and broke
a string of nine consecutive
last-place finishes in the
OVC.
If he can turn the Martin
program into a winner, why
can't he do the same at
Murray State?
It's a good theory. Time
to see if it, too, will work.

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times

Murray State University athletics director Allan Ward (right) shakes the hand of
newly-hired Racer football coach Matt Griffin Monday at the Murray Room in the
Martin) that had a few issues, and he corrected them," Ward noted. "He put them in sa position to keep their players eligible, and he raised
their GPAs to an acceptable level. That was
very important to us."
Griffin insisted that he's committed to holding student-athletes accountable.
"We want to recruit kids who have characLer and are committed to going to class and
staying there," he added. We don't want to
have any negatives in our football program."
For Griffin. that means relying less on transfers from the Division I-A ranks who bring
questionable histories with them. Recruiting mostly high school players and developing those
players within his program was Griffin's philosophy at Martin, and he insisted it will be
at Murray State, as well.
"We certainly want to recruit kids who are
going to stay in our program." explained Griffin, who says he already has a head start on
recruiting. "We will maybe take a transfer here
or there. but it will only be for need."
In addition to his desire to recruit high
school student-athletes, Griffin said he was also
committed to the recruitment of local an area
talent-an emphasis of the MSU athletics department, which re-defined is recruiting philosophy for 'football earlier this year.
Griffin's track record at UTM suggests that
he will 'stick closely to those guidelines. Of
the 86 players listed on the Skyhawks' 2005
roster, 41 were from Tennessee.
"We're going to continue to recruit in the

Name: Matt Gntfin
Age: 37
Residence: Martin,Tenn
Personal: Married (Lisa) with
three children Molly (11) Cullen
1101 and Garrett (4)
Employment: I-lead coach.
University of Tennessee-Martin
(2003-05) Offensive line coach.
University of Maine (1999-02):
Offensive coordinator. University
of Tennessee-Martin (1997.98).
Quarterbacks
coach.
Northeastern (1995-96) Wide
Grit
receivers coach
Richmond
University (1994). Ouarterbacks/Offensive
coach, Plymouth State College (1992-93)
Education: Bachelor's degree, University
Hampshire. 1992

same areas," Griffin claimed. "If you recruit a
kid that lives 30 or 40 miles away, that means
that mom and dad can come and see him play.
We need to take advantage of that. ... We're
going to be in every school in the area, establishing relationships."
The new Racer coach 'expects to hit the
recruiting trail early. Griffin's MSU coaching
staff is basically already in place, with five of
assistants from his Martin staff joining him in
Murray. Griffin also expects to hire the defensive coordinator at Maine, where he spent four
years as an assistant before taking over the
Skyhawks' program.
"I can't wait to get started with recruiting
so we can get this thing right." he said.

Duke stays at
the top;
Louisville
moves up to
No. 4
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
(AP)- Duke's runaway win
over Texas kept the Blue Devils a runaway No. I in The Associated Press' men's college basketball poll on Monday.
The next three places in the
Top 25 were Big East schools
Connecticut, Villanova and
Louisville.
Memphis moved up two
places to fifth, its highest ranking since it was No. 3 in January 1996.
The only newcomer to the
poll was Houston, ranked for
the first time in almost 13
years.
Duke (9-0) beat Texas 9766 on Saturday, the third-biggest
margin ever in a 1 -vs.-2
matchup. The Blue Devils
received 66 first-place votes.
13 more than last week, and
1,793 points from the national meidia panel.
Houston (4-1) moved into the
rankings at No. 25 a week
after the Cougars beat thenNo. 25 LSU 84-83 and thenNo. 15 Arizona 69-65. Houston was ranked 25th in the
Jan. 18, 1993 poll. The last
Lime the Cougars were ranked
for more than one week was
the 1983-84 season, when they
were in the top eight all season and climbed as high as
No. 2.
This is the 172nd consecutive time Duke has been ranked,
tied for e second-longest run
in the story of the AP poll
which st ed in the 1948-49
season. UCLA holds the record
at 221 consecutive polls, from
the preseason of 1966-67
through Jan. 8, 1980. North
Carolina also was also in 172
consecutive polls, from the preseason voting of 1990-91
through Jan. 17, 2000.
Kentucky has the secondlongest current streak at 85
polisi-a run that started on
Feb. 12, 2001.
Connecticut, Villanova and
Louisville moved up one place
apiece with Texas' drop to sixth.
It's the first time one league
had teams ranked that high since
last season, when the Atlantic
Coast Conference had Wake
Forest, Georgia Tech and North
Carolina in those same positions in the preseason poll and
the first Top 25 of the regular season.
Connecticut (7-0) had five
first-place votes,four fewer than
last week, and 1,703 points.
Memphis was followed by
Texas, Florida, Oklahoma, Illinois and Gonzaga.
Kentucky (6-3), which lost
79-53 to Indiana on Saturday,
dropped eight places to 23rd.
The only game involving two
ranked teams this Week will
be Louisville at Kentucky on
Saturday.
AP TOP 25

Men's college
basketball poll
The top 25 teams in The Associated
Press' men's college basketball poll
with first-place votes in parentheses
records through Dec 11, total points
based on 25 points for a first-place
vote through one point for a 25th-place
vote and last week's ranking
TEAM

RECORD

1. Duke (66)
2. Connecticut(5)
3. Villanova (1)
4 Louisville
5. Memphis
•
6.
7
8.
9
10.
11.
12,
13.
14.
15
16.
17.

9-0 1,793 1
7-0 1,703 3
6-0 1,653 4
5-0 1.522 5
7-1 1,432 7
Texas
8-1 1,379 2
Floods
9-0 1,267 10
Oklahoma
5-1 1,260 8
Illinois
10-0 1.233 11
Gonzaga
6-2 1.216 9
Washington
8-0 1,135 13
Michigan St
7-2 1,006 14
Boston College 6-2 821 6
UCLA
7-1
808 16
Geo Washington 7-0 797 19
Wake Forest
646 20
Maryland
556 21

18
19

Indiana
North Carolina
20 Nevada
21 NC State
22 Iowa
23 Kentucky
24 Anzona
25 Houston

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
lowated on Hwy. 286 off Hwy.94 E.• Murray
762-2238 • www.murraystate.edu/miliergolf

PTS PV

6.1
6-3

534
436
398
291

18
23
17
25

281 12
243 15
140 24
131 -

Others receiving votes: Mtchigan
115, Ohio St 108. Wisconsin 88,
Pittsburgh 63. Bucknell 59, Syracuse
56. West Virginia 47, Clemson 27,
Indiana St. 27, Xavier 27, Ohio 19,
Iowa St 16. lona 14. Alabama 11. N.
Iowa 11, LSU 7, Oklahoma St 7,
Arkansas 5. Buffalo 4, Vanderbilt 3,
Missouri St. 2, Georgia 1, La Salle 1,
Montana 1

OCCMED

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
KCBtliurroy.com
e-mail..teart alesender kytbins.com

National Football League Standings
All Times CST
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Saturday's Gains.
Tampa Bay at New England, 12:30 p
Kansas City at N.Y. Giants, 4 p.m.
Denver at Buffalo. 730 p.m,
Sunday. Dec. 18
N.Y. Jets at Miami. Noon
Arizona at Houston, Noon
Seattle at Tennessee, Noon
San Diego at Indianapolis, Noon
Phitadelptua at St Louis, Noon
Carolina vs New Orleans at Baton
Rouge. La. Noon
San Francisco at Jacksonyiee. Noon
Pittsburgh at Minnesota, Noon
Cincinnati at Detroit, 3:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Oakland. 305 p.m.
Dallas at Washington. 3:15 p.m.
Atlanta at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 19
Green Bay at Baltimore. 8 pm,

Sunday's Games
N Y Jets 26, Oakland 10
Tennessee 13, Houaton 10
Prttsburgh 21, Chicago 9
New England 35, Buffalo 7
Cincinnati 23, Cleveland 20
Minnesota 27. St. Louis 13
Indianapolis 26, Jacksonville 18
Tampa Bay 20, Carolina 10
Seattle 41, San Francisco 3
Washington 17, Anzona 13
N,Y Giants 26, Philadelphia 23
Dallas 31, Kansas City 28
Miami 23, San Diego 21
Denver 12. Baltimore 10
Green Bay 16. Detroit 13. OT
Monday's Game
Atlanta 36, New Orleans 17

Lakers come from
behind to sink Vikings
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD, Ky.. - The
Calloway County' boys' basketball team rebounded from
a disappointing loss to Paducah Tilghman late last week to
knock of Fort Walton Beach
43-42 last Saturday at the First
Kentucky Bank Challenge at
Graves County High School.
The Lakers(3-1) were helped
by some free throws from Josh
Streetman, who finished with
seven points in the game. The
6-foot-3, 165-pound senior forward hit two foul shots to put
Calloway up 41-40 late in the
fourth quarter.
On the ensuing possession,
the Vikings turned the ball
over, setting up Brett Welter,
who made I-of-2 free shots to
keep Calloway ahead 42-40.
Ft. Walton then got an offensive stickback off a missed 3pointer to tie the game with
4.1 seconds remaining, Streetman made 1-of-2 charity shots
for the onelpoint win.
Laker head coach Terry Birdsong said that the Vikings was
one of the most athletic teams
his squad has had to face in
the last three years.
"They're as athletic as anyone we've ever played - and
I mean all 10 guys that played,"
he explained. "There really is
no difference between one five
and the other. They're not superskilled. It was definitely a defen-

sive battle."
Chase Futrell led the Lakers with 13
1points and
seven
rebounds in
a solid perform an cc,
where Callow ay
outscored Ft.
Walton 17-8
in the final
Chase Futrell frame after
had 16 points in trailing foie 43-42 win
lowing the
over Ft. Walton second guarBeach Saturday ter, 21-20.
Welter added nine points.
while Jeremi Bumpus dumped
in five. Wes Perry, Wes Adams
and Brian Murdock each had
three points. The Lakers shot
26 percent from the floor and
had 21 turnovers, leaving Birdsong scratching his head.
"It's hard to find a reason
as to how we won this game,"
said Birdsong. "We were
aggressive with the ball at times.
A lot of those turnovers were
unforced."
On a brighter note. Calloway made 20-of-28 free
glows. outscoring Ft. Walton
By 13 from the foul line, where
the Vikings finished 7-of I8.
The Lakers also won the
rebounding war. grabbing 36
rebounds to 19 by Ft. Walton,
including
21 - offensive
rebounds.

1

CCMS seventh grade
edges out North Marshall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Middle
School's seventh grade boys'
basketball team edged North
Marshall 32-31 during Monday night's. action.

Jeremy Pruitt paced the
Laker attack with 10 points.
Brock Simmons followed with
nine. Patrick Kelly tossed in
six. Shawn Thompson had five
and Kyle Underhill added two
to round out the scoring.

Murray Middle splits
doubleheader against
Hickman County
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The seventh and eighth grade
boys' basketball teams from
Murray Middle School split a
doubleheader with Hickman
County on Monday night.
The Tiger eighth grade squad
defeated Hickman 52-28 behind
11 points from Jeremy Curd.
Jordan Benton, Keno Brown and
Seth Parker-Bell each had nine
points. Dillon Ward tossed in
four. Trice Kingins had three
and Mark Stubblefield and
Michael Mangold added two
apiece.
In the seventh grade game.

Murray fell to Hickman 3634. Mario Pannunzio paced the
Tiger attack.

TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN - DePaui at Wake Fore,
'
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
OLN
Pittsburgh at St Louis
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Happy Birthday

Ankles
For Sale

Adecco

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
received by the
Department
o
Highways in the
Division
of
Construction
Procurement
on
the
3rd
Floor
and/or
the
Auditorium located
on the 1st Floor o
the Transportation
Cabinet
Office
Building
Frankfort,
Kentucky
until
. 10:00 A.M. EAST,/ERN STANDARD
*TIME on the
DAY OF DECEMBER
2005
at,
which time bids
will be publicly
opened and read
for the improvement of:

EIPLOYINNI
Vie will he :10.-epting applications at the Murray
Unemployment Office on Wednesday. December
14th, from 8:00 am - 4:00 pm. To be considered
for emplo)ment, please bring 2 forms of identification --- one that establishes your identity, and
one that establishes your right to work m this
I country.
Questions? Call 1-800-403-9970
EOE
M/F/D/V

NAPPY "23" BIRTHDAY
JUSTIN
We Love You!!
Mom, Scott, Ashley
Dad, Rita, Kristin

GOOD used tires
wheels, and aluminum
wheels 436-5235

Warehouse Utility Position
Picking & Processing Orders, Receiving &
Unloading. Inventory Maintenance, Forklift
Expenence, Valid driver's License, Light to
Moderate Lifting, Computer Skills, Self
Motivated/energetic. Competitive wages &
benefits!
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 123
Almo, KY 42020
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VARIOUS COUNTY
FE01 121 DWO5
0000103: KY 94,
58, KY 125, AND
- 166 IN VARIOUS
COUTNIES (D-1), A
. DISTANCE
OF
118.49
MILES.
'
RIGHT OF WAY
MOWING.

lac Chilean
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will
hold a public hearing on Tuesday,
December 20, 2005 at 5:00 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Hall located at
104 N. 5th Street to review a request by
'fling Dinh and Giao Dinh to rezone the
back portion of land located at 807 and
809 Coldwater Road 12.312 acres) from
R-2 (Single-Family Residential) to B-1
(Neighborhood Business).
All interested persons are invited to
attend and participate in this meeting.

If further information is needed, please
Bid proposals for
contact the Department of Planning and
all projects will be
Engineering at 762-0330.
available at the
Division
of
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Construction
Murray Planning Commission
Procurement until
3:00 P.M. Eastern
Candace Dowdy
Standard
Time,
City Planner
preceding the day
of the letting of
Friday,
DECEMBER 16
2005, Bid propos
als for all projects
will be available at 2BR IBA duplex 2
a cost of $10 each4 miles from campus
Fully furnished includand • remittance
flutrentoUve
ing
washer/dryer.
payable to
the
C/H/A,
wireless
Position
available for
State Treasurer of
Occupied by male junan Expenenced ASE
Kentucky,
must
ior education major at
Certified
Automotive
accompany request
MSU
$325 month
Technician Must be
for
proposals includes
able to diagnosis and
utilities
(NON-REFUND- (270)442-1
repair vehicles Also
290.
ABLE). BID PRO- (270)519-4831
accepting applications for experienced
POSALS
ARE
service writer Pay
ISSUED TO PREbased on experience
QUALIFIED CONApply in person
TRACTORS.
Harlan Automotive
408
North 4th Street
Specimen propos- FOUND, On Saturday
or call 270-767-0101.
als for all projects 12-10. Male Golden
will be available to Retriever mix puppy.
CHILDCARE
center
all interested par- less than 6 months
looking for full time/part
ties at a cost of $10 old Found at Neon
time hard working indieach
(NON- Beach Storage. 436viduals to help shape
6144.
REFUNDABLE).
the minds of children
FOUND Keys with ages birth to 12 years
old Must be flexible
Care Bear. 753-0129
Apply 109 S 15th St
Rollos
Murray
060

©
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GRANTS
Proposal
Manager, Office of
Sponsored Programs
Murray
State
University
Full-time.
non-tenure track position to begin March
2006 Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree and
at least two years of
demonstrated success
in grant proposal writdig required Master's
Degree preferred Must
have proven experience in grant proposal
idea conception and
development
Must
have exceptional writing ability and oral
communication skills
Responsibilities:
Grant proposal wnting
editing and budget
development Manage
all phases of grant proposal
development
from idea conception to
completed proposal
Provide guidance and
training
to
faculty
and/or
professional
staff in the preparation
for grant proposals
Recruit faculty and/or
professional staff for
developing grant proposals
Application
Deadline: January 15
2006 To Apply: Send
letter of application
resume and the names
and addresses of three
professional
references
to
Grants
Proposal
Manager
Search, Murray State
University. 328 Wells
Hall,
Murray.
KY
42071-3318. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State University
is an equal education
and
employment
opportunity. M/FID. AA
employer

MIRACLES
Deter
housecledning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested, please call 7679428

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certrfied Technician
Service repairs
759.3556
THE
Computer
Remedy
Computer
repair, system recovery, and in-home assistance 435-4667

ICI
Waal to Guy

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th
Murray
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

1,000 old solid brick
Call 753-7951
2.06 carat diamond
engagement or eternity
ring. 3 princess cut
center stones with
baguettes on each
side Diamonds are "D"
clanty.
Retail
$9 999 00 Must sell:
Have certification papers. 227\3710 or 27-0447

Help Wanted

ORDER pies and cobblers early. by 21st We
are only doing 50
Sandra D's. 293-3816
TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

LOOK INTO
OUR NEW
PHOTO
REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com

FREE
4-room satellite system
DVR & HO
Upgrades
FREE
$1999 per MO for 3
mo. + 23 channels of
HBO, Cinemax, &
Showtime FREE for 3
months. For more info
call Beasley Antenna 8.
Satellite 759-0901

POSTAL JOBS

APPLICATIONS now
being accepted for full
time and part time
Food Service positions
Full
position
time
includes benefit package
Candidates
should have a positive
attitude, neat appearance, and enjoy working with senior adults. If
you would like to join
the rest of our canng,
enthusiastic staff, and
enjoy working daytime
hours in a clean and
comfortable environment, applications are
available
at
905
Glendale
Road.
Glendale
Place
Retirement
Community.

Murray Ledger &
Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Hiring,cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fn.
at 616 N. 12th
Street. Murray.
No phone calls.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping, Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply irL,„
person after 6:00PM
NOW accepting spokecations Express Tan of
Murray for sales associates Must have flexible hours Send or tax
resume
to
1055
Mineral Wells Ave.,
Paris, TN 38242 Fax:
(731)644-9101 or apply
in person
NOW
hiring. Four
Seasons Reataurani in
Hardin, KY. Apply in
person.

$15.22 to $21 62/hr,
now hiring. For application and tree government job into, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-5998042.
24
hours
Employment service
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Cat
M-F gam-1pm only! 1800-578-8799

CLEANING houses is
my business
Cal
Linda H 759-9653
D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802
HOUSE cleaning
Rentals/Cabins 7536671
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2967 or
227-8300

rear projection HO ready TV with
2-year
warranty
$1500 Aquarium. 150
& 220 gallon, both with
equipment. 293-7917
CALOTREN and other
products
20% off
Lose weight and sleep
better safely Local distnbutor Call 759-9953
for same day delivery
CAMOUFLAGE clothing for all ages
Insulated coveralls and
army
underwear
Jerry's
Spotting
Goods,
Mayfield
(270247-4704
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 Sae 4 yellow. I size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8814

GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods,
walnut cherry, or oak
270-761-3408
HO TIDIOVIS401111
Come by 500 N. 4th St
& see our large selection of HD televisions
DLP, LCD, Plasma, &
Rear
Projection
Brands
include
Toshiba, JVC. LG.
Zenith & Sanyo We
also carry Ty carts &
Entertainment Centers
Financing available
No payments. no interest until January 07
For more into call
Beasley's 759-0901
SCRAPBOOKING &
houmaltng
supplies
albums. cutting tools.
page protectors, photo
mounting paper &
stickers Discount on
all
items
Call
(270)761-3574
WHITE satin wedding
dress
wi
capped
sleeves, size 16. $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

1111AMINtlem
ircze Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
753 1713

MOTORCYCLE, helmets, jackets, boots. &
saddlebags
Jerry's
Sporting Goods in
(270)247Mayfield
4704
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD $50 a nck
(270)527-8368
FIREWOOD $25 You
pock up 437-4030
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

El

itist Lots For Ssio

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $11500 7536012
:
-0
Alobils Nemo Far Ids
16X80
Chandeleu
3BR & 2BA, C/AH
293-4711
2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewides
and
Doublewrdes - Buy
today
and
save
51.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 7314424438
411 Century mobil*
home. 270-705-9630
11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th, Hurry 1/2 price
sale,' 731-584-4926

SINGLE AND DOU
BLEWIDES - Bring
your deeb - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 731442-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths Or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths/ Both priced in
the $50s Call 7316424438 today',
Babb Homes For Rot
2&381:1 in Hardin Up to
S350/mo with approved
credit 753-3640 before
8 30PM
28R,
28A
(270)527-8808

$300

LARGE
3BR 2BA
S295 753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

LOTS for rent
9866

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/roo
753-4409
1. 2, 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2. & 3BR apts available Please call 753
8221
•IBR 1 bath washer &
dryer. S'rtc,
.28R. 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances. wid. S425
•113R. I bath, with
study, w/d. $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Really 7534444
1BR some utilities paid
no pets $240 7679037
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts . starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, low utilities, no
lease required. $225
month, no pets. 7533949
1f3R -4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR. central gas heat
central air $275 and
up. some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
3 or 4 BR duplex 1,650
322 ft 1 Car garage all
appliances $740
iBR all appliances
$325
1 year lease no pets
753-4937 753-1951
Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished.
at utilities, water electric, phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room .
S400/month.
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit Call for information.
(270)7538407
FOF1REST

View
1213 N
16th St . now accepting
applications for: I tor
apt basic rent $330,
month
2
BR
Townhouse. basic rent
$360 00 Cat 7531970 Leave Message
Apartments

38R 28A Unbelievable
$13 6951 Hurry 1 onlyll
731-584-9430
AWESOME 28x80 4101
38A $39900
Lot
model only' Call nowt
73)-584-9109
REDUCED
38R
mobilo horns and MI.
*14.500 753-6012

Calloway Garden/Essex Lkmns
Apartments
1505 Diuguid [)rise • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
OM

and Two Bedroom Apartmenis
Central Heat and Air
3.,:cepting
dtions

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Cr

11111
Perserente For Ape

1111
,
wage Rentals

LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom
all applt
ances Brooklyn Drive
Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newty Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

753

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
1 BR. I year old. no
pets. $300
deposit.(205)361-4763
(334)419-6066

LARGE duplex -2--41311,
1.58A wrth garage. sun
porch 409-2195

VISA

NEWLY built 2B-F1 2BA.
Close to university
QUIET area Water and
garbage pickup included Washer and dryer
$550 per month 7532225. 759-1509
NICE 26R duplex 753
7457 or 436-6357

'53 7668

Jikt. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Locau.-d
s 4th St.

270-436-M96
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units evadable 7532905 or 753-75,36
. PREMIER.
MINISTORAGE

.Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
*Safe & dean
*We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RENTALS

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
19R From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534558.

•ROATS •FtV's •111(
628 South ;rd
I SIrl ".1)1 1)
511 KR XN,
17

SMALL IBR no pets
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2br.
2 bath. garage. Cal-A.
All appliances. 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit.
no pets 753-2905
WALK
TO
MSU'
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area
$275-mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164
Rooms For Rent
1BR use of common
areas
Utilities furnished
Near MSU
Coleman RE
7539898

213 South 12th St 2 or
3 bedroom CAI/A, I
bath, $600 per month
$600 deposit 1 year
lease 753-7107
38R 2BA 418 S 9th
St $525 a month $675
security 474-2520 best
after 5PM
3BR 2 bath Camelot
Subdivision Available
immediately
S695
month (270)435-4602
293-4602
MELROSE Drive. city
schools. 38R. 2BA
Brick C HA. 2 car
garage tag fenced in
backyard. redecorated
Owner (954)345-1495
SMALL house and a
mobile home 7 miles
east of Murray Cali
Lonzy Beane 436-2582

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

7i1

ItF

oli
rnrnercial Prop
to, Sale

PARIS, TN Best location, court square west
side 2 story. 2 500
floor
SC1 tt
per
(270)489-2116 leave
messaui
Cornmema Proo For Rent
707 South 12th Street
South Center 1,200
501 710 sq tt 7531252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
restrooms
plenty
of parking.
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N.
4th St complex. 7593772
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space 2
bathrooms equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup. steel hoist
beam great lighting
extra large overhead
doors excellent location Call -S32905 or
293-8595

AKC Golden Remover
puppies 293-5423
DOG Obedience
Mester Tremor
436-2958
FEMALE boxer pup
with black mask
Would MOS a great
Chnstmas got' 767
0143, 227-5166
Fawn

HORSE stalls with
turnout for fent 2-1/2
moles from Expo 270291-6183

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
-All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Contrd

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS
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EL.

We Speercilize in Cleaning
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobtk Homes
•Bnek *All External Cleanint.:
•Actti Cleaning As arlable
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways

message
TWO story bock apartment building with 5
two-BA units. Excellent
income-producer
$125,000. 270-753- r
4109, 270-227-1545

RANCH Style House &
105 acres, 1 mile frOfTI
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

Aare"
12 wooded acres in
Calloway
County
Owner
says
sell
Mill
Red
$35,000
Realty. 270-924-4112

fliMi

nomes For Sale

1523 Oxford Drive
4BR. 3134, 2 story on
large
corner
lot
$159,900 Call Kim
Baker at 1-592-7535251

FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075,
27-2191
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-6534465 or 270-339-8823
Please no Sunday
calls

HOUSES for sate in
newly developed subdivision Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build rt
Houses
start
at
$70.000 for 1.200
square feet Pay alter
completion
(3
months). Brian 9781323.
For Rent
TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116
470
Motorcycles & ATVs
03 I-1-D Sportster XL
1200
100th
Anniversary 7,4xx ml,
great
condition,
chrome
extras.
(270)748- 7332

David Borders
12701 527-7176 or 12701 293-0939
vk
,

•1984 El Camino SS.
75,000 miles, loaded,
PNV, Pf0 Tilt. Cruise,
AM/FM cassette, 2nd
owner $3,000 OBO
•8 piece drum set
$250.00 OBO Call
753-8674 night before
9:00 pm Of 753-0212
day 8:00-4.00

Was
FORD Aerostar, Chevy
extended cab 270705-9630
SOO

Used Tiede
1994 Chevrolet S-10
Air ride, new 18"
wheels
and
tires
stereo system, 54.200
OBO 753-7042
'93 Chevy stepside
Red. good condition
437-4785

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS, New
Roofs all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds, 'Link clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Service.
Complete
removal, tnmming, etc.
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches. decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding
mobile home repair
sagging floors. termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
*Certified septic

installation
Used Cars
2003 Dodge Neon
41,000 miles. red, AT
condition
eitellent
$6.300
753-0530
293-0751
(days).
(nights)
1998 Cadillac STS
Fully loaded. 85.
$11,000 1974 cust
Volkswagen
Beetle
Senous inquines only.
64.000 492-8083

Check
us out
on the
Web!

State to start tracking car insurance holders

David's Cleaning
Services

$2,000/ACRE 40 acre
wooded with roao
frontage near KY lake
golf course 703-0549
1-285 acres Owner
available
hnancing
(270)489-2116 leave

•Custom dozer
backhoe service
•Ponds
.Driveways
ensured
753-9503. 978-0343
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AUTRY
ROOFING
ext ., 15 guara;.ii.
ROBY AUTRY
'67-9697.731-516-4196
721•11541000

DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Trimming
Other Services
227-8575

OACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
whtte roc.k
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

DN.) HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don I have time
for
293-5438

DSW
1‘1, 3,, I)N%
.
211 curs experienk
Free estimates.
& I oiiiiiiri'

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky will be able to track
which drivers have insurance
and which don't on a month-tomonth basis under a new law
that takes effect Jan. I.
The measure, passed by the

istrations and notify uninsured
motorists that their registration
will be canceled if they don't
obtain insurance within 30 days.
There is a $40 cost to have a
registration reinstated. If the
state cancels a vehicle's registra-

General Assembly last year,
requires all of the roughly 300

tion three times in a year, it will
forward the owner's name to the
county attorney's office for
prosecution in district court,
oftC.,.;‘,
"We intend to take uninsured

companies insure vehicles in
Kentucky to provide the state
Department
JAL. Vehicle
Regulation with monthly lists of
its policyholders, and cancellations in the previous month.
State officials may then compare those lists with vehicle reg-

k

226-0505
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
-For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors d shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

l&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
or 727-0611
METAL OF MURRAY
6" Continuous
Gutter, Flashing
& Metal Roofing

ISHPEMING TOWNSHIP,

Mich. (AP) — A fire early
Monday at a nursing home in far
northern
Michigan forced
dozens of elderly people into the
snow and bitter cold, including
many who were unable to walk
and wearing only nightclothes.
Two people died and at least 70
were injured.
Firefighters broke windows
to rescue residents in 14-degree
weather, and beds were knocked
askew in the rush to evacuate.
The fire left walls blackened
at the 122-bed Mather Nursing
Center about 360 miles north of
Detroit. A set of dentures left
behind were melted in the searing heat, and Christmas cards
were burned under a small
Christmas tree sitting next to a
television in one room.
Light snow was falling when
the blaze was reported just after
midnight with 108 elderly and
seriously ill residents inside.
Most were confined to beds or
wheelchairs.

with them. Officials said the
new program may not be fully
computerized until around
March 1.
Mundy estimated that 12 percent of Kentucky's approximately 3 million registered vehicles

are uninsured. Some people get
insurance long enough to rereg-

ister a car, then either cancel it or
let it lapse.
The law's chief sponsor. state

Ron
Rep.
Crimm,
Middletown, said the insurance
industry supported the measure,
which is similar to laws in 17
other states.
Under the law, county clerks
will no longer transfer an uninsured vehicle or issue such vehicles temporary tags or duplicate
registration. Kentucky State
Police, Transportation Cabinet
vehicle-enforcement officers
and most local laW-enforcement
officers will have access to the
information on vehicle registration and insurance.

nonjudgmental

approach

will

(270) 2934400

The Stars Show the Kind of

New Contord,
Bruer Parker
re,29.1-.4251
(Matt...NO
Ifesekhor - Truck

N./ff -

In•orctl

SIGN up now for 2006
lawn
services
Affordable pricing 4928192
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

Solar Control Window
Tinting a Detail SW

Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might want to have
a serious talk and get past a
problem. You have a way of
coming up with unusual solutions, but right now you have a
practical idea. A friendship could
be significant. Tonight: Midweek
munchies with your friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** As the holidays roll on, you
might feel a bit tight financially.
Could this be the case? Your
imagination will take you in new

directions if you are willing to

brainstorm and chat with someone you look up to. Tonight:
Gather your bills.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You have a way that
draws many people to you,
especially now. You develop an
ethereal manner that others find
quite unique and different. Honor
what
happening.
is
Communication remains key to
reaching others. Tonight: You are
on top of your game.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Carefully listen to others,
especially someone who could
impact your finances and emotions. You might feel uptight
financially and want to play it
conservatively, which is not a
bad idea. Tonight: Do your thing.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Aim for what you want
and be determined. The results
will be positive no matter what. A
partner plays a strong role in
your decisions. He or she could
be unusually creative. Tonight:
Be with your friends.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You're more in control than
you believe. Don't allow yourself
to think otherwise. You might
need to step up to the plate and
assume a leadership role. You
are inspired by your work and
daily life. Tonight: Your enthusiasm could be contagious.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to
detach from a situation. Do you
really want what you are zeroing
in on? You might be so determined that you haven't fully

FREE PICK-UP &

Ask the PC DOCTOR
SERVICES OFFERED
.1.eneral Maintenance
ap.ornt 1 made, •Home Networks instxtkd & 'set I p
...vita are l pgrades
•% ne Remo,al
• ustom Nib Computers
•Itepair
•SisIrm & Setssorlt, Consulting
Intl-eases
0.s

I'M SICK

• II'

.
1 I

Neiseberor
Ommober of
Commerce
Re,tar.,

•

Detail

Mil

Nursing home
fire killed two

SOURCE: ESRI

Harvala said the fire could
have been much worse. The stiff
winds that often blow off nearby
Lake Superior were calm early
Monday, ensuring the blaze did
not spread far before firefighters
arrived. The temperatures were
actually a bit temperate for this
time of year.
"Thank God we didn't have
nasty weather," Harvala said.
-This is warm for us."

looked at what you want. Listen make dinner.
to feedback from a wise friend. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Tonight: Put on a favorite piece **** Your playfulness and
of music.
creativity come forward. You are
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
capable of the impossible right
**** Work with others individ- now. Don't allow anyone to rain
ually, and you will get the results on your parade. Your spunk
you desire. Think carefully about might be irritating to someone
a mutual decision. Listen well to who is more serious or down.
someone you care about. Be Tonight: Romp the night away.
willing to cross the line and do PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
something differently. Tonight: **** You might want to stay
Togetherness works.
close to home and relax. You'll
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. have an easy time if you get
21)
enough R and R. Demands
***** You will be able to see might be very heavy right now.
a situation differentty it you allow Pace yourself or work from
others to take command. You will home. Others might want to take
learn more about those around off early. Tonight: Snooze and
you. Sometimes you have a veg.
problem opening up your mind.
Walk away from that attitude. BORN TODAY
Tonight: As you like.
Singer Charlie Rich (1932),
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) actress Lee Remick (1935),
*** Plunge into work as if author Shirley Jackson (1919)
•••
there were no tomorrow. You
might want to think through a Jacqueline Bigar is on the
decision. Listen more carefully to Internet at http://www.iacquea co-worker. Your imagination Iinebigarcom.
might affect your spending -- (c) 2005 by King Features
careful. Tonight: Your turn to Syndicate Inc.

Niffilett,

Sewing
by Steven
Weed nieuow
• Drapery

Dees Your Computer Need A Check Up?
DELIVERY IN TOWN,
270-761-TINT
Cell 270-705-5858

hospital volunteers.
Seventeen residents slept on
mattresses or sat in wheelchairs
in the high school's gym, where
the lights were dimmed. Some
ate cereal and eggs provided by
the Red Cross, which was trying
to arrange temporary housing at
a nursing home in nearby
Palmer.
Reporters were not allowed
in the gym to talk with residents.
-They're very confused and
frightened,"
said
Paula
Susmark, executive director of
the Central Upper Peninsula
chapter of the American Red
Cross. "You can almost see a
deer-in-the-headlights look."
Most of the residents already
were outside when firefighters
arrived.
"They're kind of in their own
little world," said Richard
Harvala, assistant chief of the
township's volunteer fire department. "A lot of them probably
didn't really know what was
going on."

by Jacqueline Mar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Dec. 14, 2005:
You have a way of getting what
you want. You are unusually
solid and stable, but sometimes
you have difficulty seeing the
whole picture. Your popularity is
high, but don't be surprised it
others challenge you. You will
have many people around you
who might seem very different
but actually have the same
issites as you. Observe different
approaches. If you are single,
romance is a strong possibility,
though you might want to play
the field. Don't get tied down until
you meet that special person.• If
you are attached, you often
might not agree with your sweetie. Agree to disagree. A liberal.

Owner:
Greg Mansfield

PS RISER
1-sX('N'S %TING, 1.1.1

The cause of the fire was
under investigation. Officials
with the nursing home turned
away reporters at the front door
and would not comment.
"It's just amazing that they
got that many people out," said
Jenafer Kumpula, whose grandmother, in her 80s, was among
21 people taken to a hospital in
neighboring Ishpeming.
Two of those taken to Bell
Memorial Hospital died of
smoke inhalation or complications from their already fragile
health, hospital spokesman Rich
Ross way said.
Marquette General Hospital
received 49 people, 36 of whom
had been admitted, spokeswoman Mary Tippett said.
-They were very scared, very
cold," nurse manager Cheryl
Moore said.
Displaced residents were
taken to a high school that called
off classes for the day and to
Beacon House in Marquette, a
hospitality facility operated by

Horoscope

draw the two of you together.
GEMINI tests your actions, will
and attitude.

MN

vehicles off Kentucky roads,"
Ron Mundy, commissioner of
the
state
Transportation
Cabinet's Department of Vehicle

Regulation, said at a news conference Monday in Louisville.
People who register vehicles
in January or February will still
have to bring an insurance card

Nursing home fire forces elderly into cold

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing. floor covering,
landscaping, siding.
—FREE ESTIMATES—
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson C w k . net
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• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
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• Design Service
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Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
*Will pick up cars

Roll-off Containers Available

We Service All Brands"

KEY AUTO PARTS

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

Accepting New Patients

$100 OFF
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Ear. Nose & Throat
or Murray
Phillip Mapper, MO.

'Your Choice Auto'
Collision Deductible.

- Hearing
- Ni' Referrals, Required Fear Ortiv thuntreon Nesvpaper
1001%11;1mill Ilveliee 0755-1916

Receive $100 off your deductibie

immediately arid you could
qualify for $100 off each year
up to $500 total
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Santa as symbol of giving
lives forever in our hearts
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10 years ago
in memory of the late James C.
Murray High School Academ- : Williams Jr. of Murray has been
ic Team won 24-16 over Hick- established to provide assistance
man County and 23-17 over Graves to students at Murray High School
County to bring, home the charn- and Calloway County High School
, *whip trophy of the West Ken- to attend Murray State UniversiAcademic Bowl. Lloyd Hasty ty.
is *HS coach. Team members
New officers of the Murray-Calare plancy Meloan, Katie McN- loway County Board of Realtors
earY, Sherry Riddell. Sam Bleeds, are Guy Spann, Bailey Hendricks.
Alyson McNutt. Jason Shelby, Matt Loretta Jobs and Pat Mobley.
Brown, David Cross and Nathan
Mr. and Mrs. Cleat Dawning
Hughes.
will be married 50 years Dec. 19.
In high sebool basketball
40 years ago
games, Murray Lafly Tigers won
Published is a picture of Steve
56-39 over Heath with Sara Doran, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.W.
Williams as high scorer for Tigers; Doran and senior at Murray High
Murray Tigers lost 65-51 to Hick- School, signing a four year grantman County with Ethan Crum in-aid scholarship with the Unihigh scorer for Tigers; Calloway versity of Alabama.
Lady Lakers lost 60-51 to Graves
Cadet Bill Hodge. son Of Mr.
County with Stephanie Holland and Mrs. George Hodge, has been
high scorer for Lakers.
named as Murray State College
20 years ego
ROTC Cadet of the Week by
Published is a picture of Monk Company B,
First Battalion
Stations. Murray service station Brigade.
manager, checking the anti-freeze
In high school basketball games.
in a Calloway County car. With Calloway Lakers won 48-42 over
a winter storm forecast for the Mayfield Cardinals and Murray
weekend and sub freezing tem- Tigers won 47-45 over Paducah
peratures predicted, motorists are Tilghman Tornado. High team scoradvised to make sure their vehi- ers were Ralph Sliger and Stan
cles are ready. The photo was by Key for Lakers and David Fitts
Staff Photographer David Tuck.
for Tigers.
Jeanne Thorn Underhill, senSO years ago
ior at Calloway County High
The Ford Foundation has notiSchool, has been named second fied Karl Warming, administrator
place winner in the National of the Murray Hospital. that the
"Salute to Agriculture" contest. hospital would receive a gift of
She is a member of CCHS Chap- 526.500 for the purpose of improvter of Future Farmers of Ameri- ing and extending the services of
ca.
the hospital.
30 years ago
Murray State College SymphoThe Murray Common Council ny Orchestra, composed of 50
took action at as meeting in what members. with Richard Farrell as
was described as an "oversight' director, will present a concert on
concerning holiday pay for city Dec. 14 at 8:15 p.m. in the recital
policemen for the current y ear.
hall of fine arts building at MSC.
A perpetual scholarship program

DEAR ABBY: 1 am 8 years
old, and / have a question that
has bothe,red me for months. Is
Santa Claus a real person. and if
not, why does everyone say he
is? And if Santa Claus ISNT
real, where
do all the
letters go? -CONFUSED
IN
KINGSTON,
N.Y.
DEAR
C 0 N FUSED:
Dear Abby Santa Claus
is more than
By Abigail
human,
a
Van Buren
being. Santa
Claus is the
living symbol of selfless giving,
handed dbwn from one generation to the next. In 1897, a girl
named Virginia asked the same
question in a newspaper. A very
wise newspaper editor, Frank
Church, wrote in reply:
"Yes, Virginia, there is a
Santa Claus.,.. The most real
things in the world are those
which neither children nor men
can see. ... Thank God, he
(Santa Claus) lives, and he lives
forever. A thousand years from
now -- nay, 10 times 10,000
years from now, he will continue to make glad the heart of
childhood."
Letters to Santa Claus go
where every other letter goes -directly to the U.S. Postal
Service, which makes sure the
letters reach their destination
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 13, the
347th day of 2005. There are 18
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 13, 1862. Union forces
suffered a major defeat to the
Confederates at the Battle of Fredericksburg.
On this date:
In 1577, Sir Francis Drake of
England set out with five ships
on a nearly three-year journey that
E3

would take him around the world. the U.S. cruiser Nashville was
In 1769, Dartmouth College. badly damaged in a Japanese
in New Hampshire, received its kamikaze attack that claimed more
charter.
than 130 lives.
In 1918, President Wilson
In 1978. the Philadelphia Mint
arrived in France, becoming the began stamping the Susan B.
first chief executive to visit Europe Anthony dollar, which went into
while in office.
circulation the following July.
In 1928, George Gershwin's
In 1981. authorities in Poland
musical work "An American in imposed martial law in a crackParis" had its premiere. at Carnegie -down on the Solidarity labor moveHall in New York.
ment. (Martial law formally ended
In 1944, during World War
in 1983.)
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Urination problem
a mystery

regardless of "rain, hall, sleet Of

DEAR DR. GOn: 1 meatly experienced prat:Amos with urination. such as frequency. burning and the like. My doctor per funned teats.

MOW."

Read on for a testimony from
a true believer
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday
afternoon, as I was opening my
mail, I came across an envelope
with my name and address
printed on it, but no return
address. I assumed it was junk
mail that had been made to look
like a Christmas card, but
curiosity got the better of me,so
I opened it.
Inside was a Christmas card.
It was signed "Santa," and
inside were five $100 bills!
I checked the postmark. It
read, "Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Dec. 9." Abby, I don't know
anyone in Grand Rapids.
I'm divorced. My ex-husband
hasn't been helping me to support our children. Times have
been hard. Obviously, the card
was sent by someone who cares
about us very much -- someone
who went to great trouble to
remain anonymous. The money
was a blessing. An equally great
blessing is the fact that my children had a chance to witness
such an act of generosity and
kindness.
I hope that Santa is reading
your column today, because I
want to say thank you very
much from the bottom of my
heart. I am grateful. -- STILL
BELIEVES
IN
SANTA,
HOUSTON
DEAR STILL BELIEVES:
I'm printing your letter with the
conviction that some kind of elf
will ensure that it is delivered as
far north as a reindeer can fly. A
perceptive person once said that
true generosity is doing something nice for someone without
taking credit for it. However,
your case is exceptional -- and
how fitting of your benefactor.
"Santa," to take a bow. I know'
readers of all ages will be as
gratified as I was to read about
his act of kindness in this, the
season of giving.

Newsletter, PO BOA 167. Wickliffe. OH 44092 Be site to MS
1100 the one
DEAR DR. GOTT: I seem
from cold sores and creaked bps
constantly. My cloctue inabcalas I
should keep my lips mots. y411 1 dotal thank he knows the calling

AcY340,,corf.

then placed
me on antibiotics.
He
could
find
nothing
wrung and
felt I might
have interstitial i!,,,tills
Now, since
the medication didn't
work. he says
it's not cystitis. So. whit

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

of these ugly. painful leaks'.
Ova-the-counter remedies 1$11.1y
drs my lips further and form Mils
that ultimately look worse than
the cold sores Help'

DEAR READER: I'm not sore
whether your lips first become
chapped, then ,rack and scab, or

whether your problem is cauaod
by a cootagious hp Wears.
In the first instance. ea* lip
balm containing lanolin. aall avoidtag harsh sunlight and cold mmilier may help After mini dm berm.
apply a sunscreen Of pordemmhased ointment to seal ia the

is it'
DEAR READER: Your symptoms suggest a urinary -tract infection; however, this appears to have lure and present the drying effects
been ruled out by the extensive of the weather Don't moisten your
testing performed by your doctor. lips with saliva; this will only
Interstitial cystitis. a form of make matters worse
noninfectious bladder irritation. is
In the sectini, instance, you
usually diagnosed during cys- will need more assistance. Repeattoscopy, when the urologist can ed bacterial infections may be cured
see that a portion of the bladder with topical antibiotics such as
lining is raw and inflamed. The Neosporin cream. IL howeser, you
cause of this condition is unknown, are suffering from recumng bouts
but the disorder often responds of herpes sums infection. acy to fulguration Iburning) of the clovir iZosirax). a prescnpuon ant,inflamed areas and stretching of viral compound. may give you
the bladder wall it° present con- relief.
tractures and scarfing).
I suggest you 'make an appointIr. your doctor is uncertain ment with a dermatologist. Try to
about the cause of your problem. time the visit with the early stages
request a referral to a urologs of the eruptions; hy so doing. the
clinic at a teaching hospital. There. specialist can get a !letter idea of
the superspecialists might be able how your sores begin and st. hal
to diagnose your ailment and sug- is causing them
gest therapy.
To give you related informaDoctor Gott is a practicing
tion. I am sending you a copy of physician and the author of the
my Health Report "Bladder and new book "Lase Longer. Lase BetUrinars Tract Infections" Other ter" t Quill Driser Rooks.
readers who would like a cops 'isww.quilldriserbooks.eom: 1 should send a long, self-addressed. 8(81-605-7I 761.
stamped envelope and 52 to

ContractBridge
The Line of Least Resistance
North dealer
North-South vulnerable

dummy to take a diamond finesse
If declarer plays in this fashion,

he will meet an unhapps end when it
turns out that West started •itb the

NORTH

••
•

DEAR ABBY: When you're
a guest in someone's home and
use the powder moi;), and the
only soap on the bathroom sink
is the kind that's pretty and
looks like little flowers -- do
you use one and throw it away
when you're finished, or just
rinse your hands with plain
water? -- EMBARRASSED IN
DELAWARE
DEAR EMBARRASSED:
Please don't feel embarrassed;
yours is a very common question. The answer is that guests
should feel free to use what is
offered by their hosts. The hosts
can throw away the soap later if
they wish.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
wa-s founded by her mother.
Pauline Phillips.

01).1 10 4
W10 94 3
•64 3 2
*A Q
WEST
EAST
'9875
4632
IP8
41 7 6
•Q 10 9 7
•8
46.1 96 4
•K 10 8 5 3 2

Q-10-9-7 of diamonds Sooner or

later. South will lose two diamond
tricks and go down one
limited, after draw insmetps.
South should play on theliasis that
the diamonds arc dis ideal either 4- I
or 5-0. since thescarc the only distributions that teoplirdize the slam
Then, proceeding on this assumption. South should cash the ace of
diamonds and his two remaining
spades. plas a club to the ace and ruff
theiducenofclubs

SOUTH
•AKQ
11PAKQ5 2
•A K 5

47
The bidding
North
Pass
3•

East
Pass
Pass

South
2•
4•

With all the spades and clubs
?lasing been eliminated from both

Nest
Pass

the dummy and his own hand. South
nest leads the fise of diamonds' This
play IS certain to bring home the
slam, regardless of how the diamonds are do ided or which defender
has the diamond length

Pass

Pass
s•
6V
Opening lead - nine of spades
It is obvious!) wrong to choose a
line of play that offers a 90 percent
chance of success ahen there is a different line of play that offers a RIO
percent chance
For example, take this deal where
South should not follow the line of
least resistance by winning the spade
lead, drawing trumps. cashing the
ace of diamonds and crossing to

As it happens, %%est is the one

who started with the Q- 10-9-7 ofdiamonds He wins the five with the
nine. hut whatever he returns.
declarer makes the contract.
Observe that if East had started

with the Q- I 0-9-" of diamonds, he
would has e run into the same dead
end

Tomorrow: It pays to plan the pia,
c.Zoos kr.Fames. Sv,sdw.w 1w

ti
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MSU grad's recipe on 'Emeril Live'

WEDNESDAY MORNING

Alisha Brookes Payton will
be featured on four upcoming
episodes of the Emeril Holiday
Cookie Contest on "Emeril
Live," the Food
Network
Channel. The show premiered
Dec. 8 and will also be aired on
Dec. 20 at 7 p.m. and I I p.m.

An avid lover of cooking
who garnered her skills from her
mother as a child. in Central
City, Ky., Payton said she
entered the contest over a year
ago.
"I was just looking through
their website for recipes and
decided to enter my cookie
recipe on a
whim," she
explained. "A producer from
the show called me a week after
last year's Thanksgiving holiday
and I thought it was a joke and
hung up."
She realized it wasn't a joke
when the producer called back.
"They came here last year and
filmed a portion of my segment
in my apartment," she said.
"My parents were here for the
filming." Payton was flown to
New York in August for the
filming of the cookie segment in
the studio. "We were there a
total of 24 hours filming our
segment," she said. "It was
unbelievable to watch Emeril
make the whole recipe in the
studio."

W35L-AliC 3 3 3
W5MV4MC 4 4

News

Good Malmo America X

Mews

Teary (In Stereo) X

Meal Ms**Amax S

Photo provided

Alisha Payton, a 2003 Murray State University graduate,
stands by a television showing her recipe segment on
Food Network's "Emeril Live."

*ere X

BIWA 7 7
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Good Morning America X

Rogers Caillou

Recipe courtesy
Alisha Payton, Louisville, Ky
2 cups an-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup butter, softened
1 1/4 cups sugar
1 SW
1/4 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/4 teaspoon almond extract
1 cup canned pumpkin
1 teaspoon pumpkin pie spice
1/4 cup plus 1 cup brown sugar
Whipped cream, for serving,
optional
Ground nutmeg,for serving, optional
Preheat oven to 375 degrees F.
Sift flour, cinnamon, baking powder
arid salt together twice Cream butler arid sugar in a stand mixer until
light and fluffy Combine egg. vanilla and almond extract and add to
creamed mixture. Mix on medium
speed until combined. Add sifted
ingredients and mix only until combined; dough should be stiff .
Roll dough out between 2 sheets of
parchment paper to a 12 by 9-inch
rectangle. using 1 long sheet of
parchment paper that is folded in
had. Make sure that you roll out the
dough evenly. Cut the edges off
neatly with a bench scraper to even
them. Place dough in the freezer

until firm, about 15 minutes.
Mix together the canned pumpkin;
pumpkin pie spice, and 1/4 cup
brown sugar for filling.
Remove dough from freezer and
peel back the top parchment paper.
Thinly spread the pumpkin filling
evenly over the dough. Don't spread
too thickly; you should still be able
to see the dough through the pumpkin slightly. If you don't use all of the
filling, it is okay.
Starting at 1 end, roll up the ends in
the same manner as a cake roll.
Make sure that you keep it tight and
even. If the dough cracks slightly,
simply rub it together with your fingers. Wrap the roll in the parchment
paper, seam side down, and place
back in the freezer until firm. about
1 hour
Slice cookies 14-inch thick and
place onto a cookie sheet at least 1inch apart. Spnnkle brown sugar on
the tops of the cookies and rub it in
with your fingers. Bake for 8 to 10
minutes, lust until the edges are
turning brown.
Serve cookies on a platter with a
small bowl of whipped cream and
nutmeg so that guests can make
pumpkin pre pinwheel sandwiches.
This makes it taste even more like
pumpkin pie.
Yield approximately 35 cookies
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Give a gift that lasts all year long....
A subscription to the Murray Ledger & Times.

WEEK ONLY!
Come by our office on Dec. 12 thru 16 and receive
a savings of $8.00 for a one year subscription.

1 Year - $90.00
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Payton's recipe was one of
four recipes selected for the
"Holiday Cookie" segment.
Other recipes selected include
Bread
"Killer
Pudding,"
"Winterfresh Fudge Bars," and
"Blue Ribbon Almond Roca
Cookies,"
submitted
by
Colorado, New York, and
California residents.

(5.00) NOM

KIISVos

Payton graduated in 2003
from Murray State University
with a degree in art. Currently a
culinary student at Sullivan
University in Louisville, Ky.,
Payton decided to enter her
"Pumpkin Pinwheel Cookie,"
recipe in Emeril's holiday cook-
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"I have loved pumpkin since
I was a child," she said. "I
wanted to create a recipe that
would provide a means for
pumpkin to be used and eaten in
ways other than pie."
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